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IN THE MATTER OF

MAGNETIC THERAPEUTIC TECHNOLOGIES , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3897

Complaint,

Sept

1999--Decision,

Sept.

, 1999

This consent order , among other things , prohibits Magnetic Therapeutic

TechnoJogies , Inc. and its officer , the promoters and distributors of magnetic
therapy products ,

from representing that such products are effective in treating
various medical conditions and ilnesses , unless the respondents possess and rely

upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates

the

representation. The consent order also prohibits the respondents from representing
that the experience presented in user testimonial or endorsement represents the
of the
user
of the product or program , unless: it is
typical or ordinary experience

substantiated; or certain disclosures are made. In addition ,

the consent order

prohibits any unsubstantiated claims regarding the health benefits , performance , or
effcacy of any such product or program.

Participants
For the Commission:

Christa Vecchi,

Richard Cleland

and

Dean

Graybil.
For fhe respondenfs:

Pro se.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

Magnetic Therapeutic Technologies , Inc. and Jim B. Richardson
individually and as an offcer of the corporation , have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest , alleges:
a. Respondent Magnetic Therapeutic Technologies ,

Inc.

("MTT") is a Texas corporation with its principal office or place of
business at 19 I 5 Peters Road , Suite 106 , Irving, Texas.
l.b. Respondent Jim B. Richardson , is the majority shareholder
President , Treasurer , and Secretary of the corporate respondent. He
formulates , directs , and controls the acts and practices of the
corporate respondent , incl uding the acts and practices alleged in this
complaint. His principal office or place of business is the same as
that ofthe corporate respondent.
2. Respondents have promoted , offered for sale , sold , and

distributed to the public magnetic therapy products. Therapeutic

...
.........
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magnets are " devices " within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of

the Federal Trade Commission Act.
3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be

disseminated advertisements or promotional materials for magnetic
therapy products , including but not necessarily limited to the attached
Exhibits A through G. These advertisements and promotional
materials contain the following statements:
A. APPLICATIONS OF BIOMAGNETISM
In

the treatment of chronic conditions such as some fonns of arthritis , degenerative

joint conditions ,

diabetes ulcers and cancer , magnetic field therapy has shown

dramatic results in aiding the reduction or reversal of the condition.

Some researchers , such as Nordenstrom and WolJn , have reported using supermagnet and electrical therapies to sllccessfully treat lung and breast cancers.

(Exhibit A , MTT00030)(Consumer Brochure)

B. SUMMARY OF BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE OF MAGNETS.
The beneficial influence of magnets may be summed up as follows:

2. Movement of haemoglobin (sic) in blood vessels is accelerated while
calcium and cholesterol deposits in blood are decreased. Even the other unwanted
materials adhered to the inner side of blood vessels , which provoke high blood
pressure , are decreased and made to vanish. The blood is cleansed and circulation
is increased. The activity of the heart eases and fatigue and pain disappear.
3. Functions of autonomic nerves arc nonnalized so that the internal organs
controlled by them regain their proper function.

(Exhibit B , at MTT00026J(Consumer Brochure)
C. WHY SHOULD YOU HA VE a MAGNETICo SLEEP PAD??

MAGNETICo SLEEP PAD OWNERS TELL BENEFITS...
. . . a variety of fringe benefits are reported by delighted cllstomers , such as:
Increased

- Circulation/Oxygenation

- Resistance to Disease
- Bone Density

Lowered

- Blood Pressure

Other
- Multiple Sclerosis
- Lupus

(Exhibit C , at MTT00051J(Consumer Brochure)

*** *** ***
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7. How IOllg wil it be before I callfeelthe belle fits of the MaglletiCo Sleep Pad?
Because every person is different , it is impossible to predict when you will feel a
difference. Some lucky people feel benefits the first night , others it may take 6
months. The most common time is 1- 2 months. The important thing to remember
is that some benefits , such as increased immunity, increased oxygen saturation
and lowered blood pressure ,

may be taking place even though you can

t feel

them.

(Exhibit C , at MTT00053J(Consumer Brochure
Sleep Pad Success Stories

(Excerpts from Testimonial Letters on File)

ARTHRITIS
(2 months on Sleep Pad)
. For months I was walking the floor at night with tearful intense pain , resorting
to Tylenol #3 every 3 hours. I have not taken painkillers since ... and I sleep like

a baby!. I do not hesitate to encourage anyone to put this to the test!!!"
Leola Christensen

Resident,

Canada

California.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
(6 months on Sleep Pad)
" . . . In 1980 , I was diagnosed with MS . . . loss of balance , poor coordination
constant muscle spasms , fatigue and limited mobility are daily symptoms I have
learned to live with. I have slept on the magnetic pad now for six months. . .
(WJhat I have found to be the most beneficial is that it seems to allow my body to
bounce back' at a more -rapid rate than previous. . . It has also assisted in less

frequent muscle spasms. . . It is not a cure for me but is of great assistance to me
in allowing me to live a(n) . . . active lifestyle with additional energy. I consciously

have not changed any aspect of my daily living habits to give it a fair evaluation and
Arni Skoretz
now can recommend it to others. . .
Alberta Social Services Professional
RED DEER , AS.

HIV POSITIVE
In January '

(12 months on Sleep Pad)
, I tested HIV Positive. . . . After you telling the report of improved

T.cell count in mice placed in an increased magnetic field , I decided it was

definitely worthwhile for me to tr one of your MagoetiCo Sleep Pads. I am
pleased to report that I have had no drop in T- Cell count since , although it did hold
at the same level for a few months , it is now up to 638 , which is a substantial
Name withheld, Age 37
increase.
Los Angeles , CA.

EXTREME DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS
SLEEP DISORDER (8 months on Sleep Pad)
HEALTH SUMMARY: Val Laugton

a.

excruciating pain in
extremities (1 - 3 bouts daily, lasting trom 45 minutes to two hours).
Diabetic neuropathy (nerve death) - causing

***************
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IMPROVEMENTS SINCE SLEEPING ON PAD:
a. The nerve spasms took 5- 6 months to improve to a marked amount. . .
now they are reduced by 80%- 90% , with no occurrences at all for 4 to 5
days at a time.

D.

Dave

Val Laugton , Age mid- 40'

Moosejaw, Sask.

(Exhibit C , at MTT00055- 00058)(Consumer Brochure)
HEART CONDITION

(6 weeks on Sleep Pad)
I am 72 years old and have had five heart attacks. . . tried all that modem medicine
had to offer , but was left a virtal invalid , unable to do the smallest task. In just six
weeks on the MagnetiCo Sleep Pad , my color is greatly improved , blood pressure
down tcn points , and energy levels up enough that 1 can even work some. Best

Purchase I have ever made!" Joe Subich , Retired
OHIO.

(Exhibit D , MTT000153)(Internet Ad)
E. MagnetiCo Survey Results (1993) ...

95% of ARTHRITICS received at least 25% PAIN RELIEF
75% of ARTHRITICS received at least 50% PAIN RELIEF

(Exhibit E , at MTT00049) (Consumer Brochure)
F. MAGNETIC THERAPY
Here s an economical alternative to pain killers and costly traditional drug therapy.

(Exhibit F , at MTTOOOI64J(Reader s Digest Catalog)
G. RELIEF FROM PAIN!
Do you suffer from PAIN , inflammation of the joints , nerves or tendons? Do you
lie awake at night rubbing the parts of your body that ache and refuser J to react to
strong medicines.

MANY EXPERIENCE RELIEF WITHIN 24 HOURS
. . . . Magnetotherapy Products have hundreds of written testimonials stating that the

person experienced RELIEF ITom PAIN and DISCOMFORT within just a few
hours. Please remember , the MAGNETIC SUPPORTS are not a cure; neither are
aspirin or other pain relief products. M+ flexible magnets can be an alternative to
the high cost of doctor s visits and expensive prescriptions.

LET'S HEAR FROM SOME SATISFIED USERS OF
THE MAGNETIC SUPPORT PRODUCTS
I have arthritis in my right hand and severe swelling along with the nerve damage

in my carpal tunnel. Due to intense pain ,

I had to quit golf. After using the

magnetized wrist supports , I was able to swing a golf club again with confidence.

,,,
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My wife suffered from chronic back pain and back spasms. She was surprised at
Bum Phillips & Debbie
fonner Head Coach Houston Oilers and New Orleans Saints

the relief she had after such a short time. . . . "

THE

GREATEST

SURPRISE

IS

THE

LOW COST

The average person suffering from pain has visited the doctor numerous times
spending $35- $50

and more for each visit. This is not counting the hundreds of

dollars spent for prescription medicines. One lady writes she has been going to the
doctor for over ten years and he was treating her for arthritic pain ... the cost was
into hundreds of dollars. It stil didn t satisfy the patient , as she still complained of
pain. Her problem was arthritis in the knees and ankles. When she found out that
the cost ofa knee support was a one- time purchase price of$59. 95 plus the state
sales tax , all she could do was say. . . " Give me one now , she exclaimed" (sic). The
product was shipped UPS and she was wearing it three days later

(Exhibit G , MTT000215- 000216J(Price ListJ

5. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that respondents

products are effective in treating cancer
diabetic ulcers , some forms of
arthritis , and degenerative joint conditions.
B. Magnetic therapy products significantly lower high blood
pressure.
C. Magnetic sleep pads stabilize or increase the T-cell count of
HIV patients.
D. Magnetic sleep pads significantly reduce muscle spasms in
persons with Multiple Sclerosis.
A. Magnctic therapy

including lung and breast cancers ,

E. Magnetic sleep pads

significantly reduce nerve spasms

associated with diabetic neuropathy.
F. Magnetic sleep pads significantly increase bone density,
immunity, and circulation.
G. Magnetic therapy products are as effective as prescription pain

medicine in alleviating severe pain caused by conditions such as
arthritis , carpal tunnel syndrome , and chronic back pain.

6. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that testimonials from
consumers appearing in the advertisements or promotional materials
for respondents ' magnetic therapy products reflect the typical or
ordinary experience of members of the public who use the products.
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7. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that they possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
set forth in paragraphs five and six , at the time the representations
were made.
8. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraphs five and six , at the time the representations were made.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph seven was , and is

false or misleading.

9. The acts and practices of respondents , as alleged in this
complaint , constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
making of false advertisements ,

in or affecting commerce , in

violation of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
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EXHIBIT A

APPLICATION' Of 8'9..AQNETI...
INd. ,Je.t

It .P'ld be

alimull18 th

tht INon'11 themselV, do not hu! anything - th.y only

boy to heal Itself. MIgne lism JI . wholly nalural .vent. It I. neiter

mIgic no medicin. It merely .IIows boy ceU, to ,xiii 11 thir best IeV81.

In reclnf year.. de""'opmenrl In healing tnrougl' '/Ktrical and m.gnetic therapies
In the treatm.nt of .pr,lns , I1lln. , broken bos.
bum. and cutt , net only dOli magn.tic fild therapy aId In th, recovery, bu11t allows
IhH coltion.te hea' benef , mot qulckly, and with IeSlICI' Ussuelnd ben.r
ey.tr. In inJuries , magnetic treatment h.n bien
to d,creaSi healing time
by haf or me..

ha Inreased Ixpntily.

ah

In !t tr..tmnt 0' chronic coditions luch IS

ac

fOlma of ."hrtt.. dlg.nerllive

jont condItions. dIabetic ulcer, and canee" fNgnllic rlfld therapy has &hew dramatIc rllult In aiding th reductJon Of r.v.r..1

A Reader

of U' codition.

s Diges1 artcJe In October , '982, titled. " Biomagnetism

An Awesome

Force

quoted Dr. BesseTt as predicting: " Electrici1 will become.s ubiquitous
In medical precti.. as lurger' or drugs are; In many Instances It will replace them.
In our LJvn:

Dr. Robert O. Becker ha writen Ixtensivly In his bos,
The Body Electric and
Cross
Currents, . about the future usage of magnetic and tlectrical therapy, predictIng discovries and advancements tNl todey would only be considered impossible or
mlraculous-

Dotor, In bah Europ and thl Untted Stat81 ar. obtaining flsuNs using electromagneti filds to trut dage ranging from decubits ulcers to Mver. burns. Soft tissue
injuries arl

te, r.gular
tI. and to

respog; u well a, thM of bo

and fent '" th Soet Union , docUN magnets to apld wond healIng afer surgery, to Impr0V cllculaIt'ngtn and mend be..

Sc ,...archerl , 8Uh .. Nodtnaom and Wonln. h8 r.poed using surmagnet and .letc thraplll to lUufufly tr..1Iung and brim cae".
Ar Amrk: denti Dr. .Jk Prin, hassUCCllafUUy uad magnets on 8cupunture
ponI Ie rod"". bltdlng, gogglng ond
neil cold bring

rrU oydrom.,

plin

IInal. Dr. Prne. found thl mag-

Imatt rlllf of chronc pain from ilw dislocations a. wen as from

headas ond IlIlhgrlndlng.

Exib it A

M1T 00030
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EXHIBIT B

SUMMARY OF BENE FICIAL
INFLUENCE OF MAGNETS.
Tb. "en.nel.tlnnu.ne. 0' Ifgnlta ma,

1M aummed up ..

'0110..:

When 8 magnet is 8;prid to the human boy, magnetic waves pa ttrough
the tissues &rd Mconda currants are Induced. When ttlse currents clash
wi magnetic waes, they produce impacting heats on the erectrons In the

bo cells. The impactng heats are very effectt, to reducI pains and sweU

fngs in the musles. etc.

Movement of haemOQ!obin In blood vlssels is accelerated 'Hile calcium and

cholesterol depoit In bloo

are decreased. Even the other unwanted materi
als adhered to the Inner side 01 bloo vlssels, which provoke high blood pres

lure, are decread and made to vanish, The blood is cleansed and circu!atlon

is fncraad. Th actM of the hear eases and fatigue and pain disappear.
Functons of automic

nerves are normalized so tht the Interna organs

controlled by them regain their proper function.

Secretion of hormnes is promoted wt the result that the skin Qlins luste
yout is preservd and all ailments due to lack of hormone secretion are
relieved and cured.

Blood and typh circulations are actiated and, therefore , all nutitons are
easily and effcientl caried to every

general metalis.

cell of the boy. This helps in promoting

Magnetic wave penetrlte the &kn , fatt tissues and bones, Invigorating the
resistce to diseas.

organ. Th resutt is grlat ent\.d

va

Th manetic ft prcmot8S heat and provdes lnergy by eliminting discr

de.. In. an ltulating th f\ncCI1 of th
oyma of th bo,
naty th circu. MrvS, rplrat, dlge8d an urina.

"""nl

Th magnetic
by ",teing, reng and prcmng tho growt
of cells, r.Juwn8ng 1M tliluel of th bo, stlngtning thl deyed and
lntte Corusl and

fnrlulng th number of new, lOund

cousles.

KIT 00026
Rxibi t B
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l1a
Zlma as

Magnets t've e;cepticna' curative ,Hetti en cer1n. compJaints like tothche.
of ahurdllf' 8Jd etter joints. pains and swlmngs, cervca Ipcncylits.
10.

as wwll u on chilblans, injuries and wounds.

Th ..W-.urat1 facult (Hoosttis) of Ite body Is Imprevd IId stengt
8nedwfich Insures all tt. benefi mentioned &b. O"II..ls In full vigour
&'d ca wa and work mort and more wtout feling tfrld

How "88n.a Afecta Human 'htaboUam'
11.

Th magnetic treatment has the ,ffect o1energjzng aJi the syems

01

thl bo.

Th .ffect remans In the body for H\llra! hourI ,fte, each Iltng wt th
magnets
A continued treatment for a week or tw, once daily for abut stte of heal.

In
general routne cases.
(NOTE This r.f.rs to very strong

maQnets as used by the medica! profession.

NOTE
A3 magnets wcrX on human metaolfsm f!Binly through U'e circulation of bloo.
which contans haemoglobin and iron , tc Vi" be relevant to stle the positon of iron
contaned In tte bo. The adult human body contans" to 5 gram of iron and it

ca be traced In all part of the body. Most of It Is pruent in blood as a component of
haemolobin and a smler amount remans In muscles and II caled myoglobin. The

funcon of thse coponents i. to carry oxgen from tfe lungs 10 muscles and other
par. Wiout Iron thre Wtuld be no energy, and wtout energy, the beating of tte
hear and respiration wold stop. Thus WI see ttat iron 18 very essntial for our life
and magnetism Int'uenC8S iron radically and magnjfciently.

Ab MAGNETC THRA by Cr. H. L BlIsa.

HI'I

ooo.

.p.""....
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EXHlBIT C

WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE

a IIAGNETICo SLEEP PAD??
ELECTRO- MAGNETIC BEING!

YOU ARE AN

Magnetic Fields are essential to maintain health. There are two primary sources available

Your Brain and The Earth. These two fields supplement each other and bring needed magnetic
resonance in the body tissues and provide up to 30% of total body energy need..

REDUCTION IN AVAILABLE NEGATIVe-; MAGNETIC FIELD
Aging, trauma, lack of oxygen to the brain , all reduce the brain s ability to putout sufficient magne1ic
neld for optimum body function . These factors along with a dramatic reduction 01 the ear1h'
magnetic field , makes supplementary NEGATIVEf' magnetism necessary far continued good
health and function...enter Ihe MAGNETlCo Sleep Pad"

ALTERNATING CURRENT lAC) ELECTRO- MAGNETIC FIELDS
Mosl of us live and work surrounded by these electro-magnetic fields in our modern environments.

Unfortunately. their higher frequency stimulation throws body cells (which function at very low
out 01 resonance , causing cell fatigue and increased likelihood ot malfunction. T
beneficial Negative'- I Magnetic Field in the MAGNETICe Sleep Pad in conjunction with th,
brain s pulsed low Irequency Negativel- Magnetic Field helps to counteractthese cell-stressing

frequencies)

. AC higher

frequencies

REVITALIZE YOUR BODY... NATURALLY AND IN COMFORT!
Sleeping nighlly on the

MAGNETICe Sleep Pad

ceramic magnets to energize all

til

allows magnetic energy from

tissues of the body through a process called

resonance
pill
your

permanent,
magmlt/c

This enables your body to operate at a higher level of efficiency. There just isn t a
or Ireatment anywhere that can come close to providing such an OVERALL
benelit to assist
body in maintaining WELLNESS
and FUNCTION...
in such a comfortable NA TURAL way!!!.

MAGNET/Co SLEEP PAD OWNERS TELL BENEFITS...
Besides the overall - energy. support-system " provided (nol necessarily "felr), a variety of fringe
benefits are reported by delighted customers. such as:

ReI/era'

- Allergy Symptoms
- Arthritic Symptoms

Improvll

Pain relief from - Stressed ,

tight muscles

- Migraine Headaches
- Back Problems

Increased

- Energizing Sleep

- Athletic Per10rmance
- Healing (muscle/ligament injuries in athletes , broken bones)

- PMS Symptoms

- Energy levels

Low red

- Blood Pressure

- Fibromyalgia Syndrome Other

- Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
- Post Polio Syndrome

- Circulation/Oxygenation
- Resistance to Disease

- Multiple Sclerosis

- Bone Density

- Emphysema

- lupus

NOli. Pers - PACEMAKERS shuld no! u... magneti .IIN pa..
..;lIlnlllpI""hJncnnol

&%iM t. C

HIT DDOSl
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Commonly asked Questions and their Answers!
How

is

the MagnetiCo Sleep Pad different from other pads?

This is the only magnetic pad made to simulate the ear1h' s magnetic field of over
000 years ago

hen it was 10 times stronger than il is today. To do this. we had

to use hundreds of block magnets placed so close together that they aCllike one

big magnet. This results m a magnetic field that is unidlrectronal , ex1ending
several feet up above the bed before it returns back around outside the edge at the
bed to the bottom of the bed (see diagram on next page). Because of the size and
the volume of the magnets used the field is at ample strength to penetrate the
mattress and the person laying on it and still extend 4 feet into the air above.

A mallress engineered in this way, with the negative(.) side up and with proper

spacing 01 the magnets. gives a pure negaUve(-) lield to the body. Other
company s designs. cue to lack of size. strength and number 01 magnets, result in a
mixed magnetic field. both positive(+) and negative(-). This is not natural to the
body. so the body responds as thougn it were an emergency (acupuncture type
response), While this is OK on a shorHerm basis. extended periods of use cause
fatigue of the body s vital resources, which are normally reserved for emergencies.
Therefore . mixed field magnetic products should only be used lor short periods or
time (not longer than 2 rlonths at a time), The natural purely negative(-) fields

(such as the MagnetlCoSleejJ Pad). on the other hand. may be used continually
and !ndeflnitely.

What

is

the difference between positive(+) and negative(-)

fields and how do they affect my body?
The positlve(+) (or mixed Ifeld) causes an emergency response by slowing down
the electrons and protons whicn spin around the structural atoms and molecules in
the body. This causes a reduction in the molecular action and hence the cellular

function. As a result you will get an increase in blood flow to the area of stimulus
as well as increased electrical flow from the brain. This increased electrical flow
does increase molecular action. The problem with this method is that it is usIng up
the body s emergency supply of vitality, which would normally be held in leserve for
emergenCies.

The pure negatlve(-) field , on the other hand. is natural to the body - it only
enhances molecular action by speeding up the electrons and protons of the

structural atoms and molecules in the body. The negative field replicates the
earth' s natural magnetic field in air b ut a few countries in the Southern Hemisphere.
The molecular structure at the structural cells of the body orientate themselves to
the type of magnetic field in which they have divided. By puning your body in an
enl'nced magnetic field

nol using it up.

the

same as the earth' , you are adding to your vitality,
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Is it possible for me to get too much of a negative(-) field?
Will it harm me in any way?
In our research, we have experimented using pure negalive(-) 1ields a thousand
times more powerful than the Sleep Pad for extended periods of time. !n ALL
cases, we have found only an enhancement of benefits. with no negative side

effects.

Why can t I have another person sleep beside my pad?
cause of the design or the MagnetlCo Sleep Pad. the return (Of posilil/e) field

eomes down outside the edge 01 the pad. This would subject the person beside
you to the positive(+) field , rather than the negative(-). This will fatigue the person
ever time , depending on their level or vitality.

Do I need to wear magnets during the dayti",e?
It is sometimes necessary

to

place single magnets on injured or diseased areas to

enhance healing by giving increased molecular action 24 hours a day. (Note: you
should NOT wear a single magnet while you are reSiing on the sleep pad as you
will get conflicting magnetic fields. ) A rule of thumb is to use a magnet larger than
the area you are trying to treat.

Wil the field from the Inner Power Pad be affected by any
of the metal in my mattress or boxspring?
Yes , it aHeets it In a good way. The springs actually conduct the negative(magnetic field up inlo the body-

How long wil it be before I can feel the benefits of the
MagnetiCo Sleep Pad?
Because every person is different , it is impossible to predict when you wil teel a
difference. Some lucky people fee! bene';ts the first night. others it may take 6
months. . The most common time is 1 - 2 months. The Important thing to
remember Is that some benefis , such as Increased Immunity, Increased

oxygen saturatfon and lowered biood pressure , may be taking place aven

though you can t teellhem.
HIT aCCS3
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MAGNETICO Supplemented

iliii
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Dear Friend,
I wish I could share with you the excitement I hear from MagnellCo

Sleep Pad';

people

Success Stories indicate a sampling of benefjis obtained by
sleeping in a cocoon of benei'cial Negative 1- magnetic field.
Pad c-'Qvldes energy to every charged particle 01 the body. enabling
The MagnetlCo Sleep
nearly €\I€ry day I The loltoWIf'g

each cell to perform its partie ar runction more efjicien!ly. This produces an enhancing
effect to any other supple me" alian. dietary, or exercise programs that you already praciice
WelJness product.
BA E. LlNE Healthcare
maKing the Sleep Pad"'
Energy is the stull life is mac of!1I Supplementing a depleted environmental source only
makes sense! let me SHong encourage you to make this wise , one- lime investment in your

Allne same time you will be adding an important
of lie.
Wishing you WELL.

present well.ness and performance.
'Jaf/ty
building block in your future

DEAN BONLIE

Sleep Pad Success Stories
(Excerpts from Testimonial letters on File)
ARniRmSIVENUSINSUFFlClENCY

ARTHRITIS

12m"nlM on SI

."P"

12 monlh. on SI..op p"

. Fm monl ' I was walk,ng I . Iioci al n.' nl "". r.orM.
"Oln, r .crrln9 IC Tyl nci '3 e'er) 3 hCu" I ' ova nOlla

"oinkilla,".ince-- . 'MISI.e,,'j.eaM
"nccurage anycn" '0 pU"nlS 10 Ine '"",'''

"nclh.",lalei"

n'.ren..n
Re.,cronr Can.cradCaliomra
LeOla

MITHRITSiI MIGAAINE RELIEF

(Jmonlh.cnSlupP.C)

. jhaCP'Mlighling.m'g'aire.lyp.h"dacnal"'.
,,ula
"uL. I..e. ""P"'"
overy' nOUI.. AtlO' rOC",.,ng my m.nrau

Ha'oarrhnl,"lnoIP""' n"c.. M,nhr "n".n"-- c"n"oll.cr
bylak,ngMpl,infWicaClilyaMrollero1adaanhou,aday

lng2QmintJt.sI09.I ain aM'li!m.s'lo.uO.i".. BY1no

and 01 Iho Hro'''Hk "'sl""p;nQ on 1/' pacr, I cou!d ,ollo'blado
",iln"ulsrit, oMandpaLn. lDlalr;o!!Molnninlw"'......

Venu.ln.u!!iciancy: . MydoCl".p,ncrib""supponnOSl. I",
Ino rest 01 my ILl.. Ana"h8lni' "'.ak on In' Maghflic P'd,
eould'8D.Mle.laditt.,anc.,nlh.I".s.-- lhBvo""lworn
Inem (SUPpOflnOso).inca, no mOfos"'Olling, Th. How ClblOOd

.n"lhD"al.Uinmyleg.n...,mp,,,.od:

Duan.WlncfluI8,- Re'i,1j
S.II T&!. E ""uli". , IJTAH

anc"..OlngMIt'O'fWonlgnls, my hUdacn. ",a'9on,.

enlh.'I'"..o1IU ay".gin'lclurninl".oad
h..d'cha,.. lalway..n""'lnall..,l!tinc,.II.I,,henj".apon
Iha...N,",". - I d"n lw.keup.ofa andslil in Iham"rningn.";nglrouo'e",ilnlhelondon.inmy.n"erp,o'""u.injuryl
nO'PeMOolner.Cbylhal.inc,. Thnks.garn--

Evolyn Srra",n - Firs. G' cr.. rUChe'
CAtEXICOAca"'emy

AHEUMATOtC"RniRITS
\'mc"'.on' SIHpPaC)
1"0 .utt., " i", Ion yurs". m ny 1.. lo'" nighl. duo.o palnl
Hand. af' IHI d.lormlK wilt .om. CC"O livo su'gory,..
mon'n agol"'uunab"loMrdapon'c"'n'o, no",amwrili"9

RITS

(10mon'h.onSIHpPaC)

'na.eb..nano"eo.nhml!sutte'."o'lh._a.t!2YD8rs I
e."o,;..""..C

in my baele,
boc.. 01 p.un
.18De.. nogn13

neck aM shOul"Ors an ucn morning my harn w.",.bll SM

,wol'en.hul 'waainlfodcodl"ln.mognoncm.m...,.n
monlh.ag" and ha,o o.""rioncOdgrsdu..ijrnp,ov.rMnl in my
",h"lo "o"'. Thsn.. 10. lh' megnori manreOS I CIn now oni"y a

goO gam."I gollan oln."C1;"";..:
JpinE. !rDo.It, Rerire.

o" Sinc.. ,'.oplng on 'ha MagMIIC" SI68P P.", my joint

pa,nisminimal .., .lnp'os1fl . Iwoulanolbowilh""I'!.. w",as

canno'up, ..my'a'islaeuonl

Wm. 8u,*.,

Omarl, C.""CI

IMPROVED SLEEP
ARTHRInC NECK - PAIN RELIE
IS mQn!h on $'",p Pal)
1 hac tfOhn my C- 2 -0"0111' in m' nK'" 1 \12 ura D8I,,'a

gal1no my SiNg Pad. "' nK 1I'" d..olo

..
anwouH:r;eclwh81llurnDdmy hOld.

al1nU, stinou

whicnafloittno

"ATHRITS

n..tlOrMaxldn.a'trWOId""mmfnl""it. 1Ih..lo,w....

(3"'......onSle"pPad)

"n Ih ol.DP Pad me eracking noiHwas ""na an I ccul" I\lrn my

.. I lo,a 10 go 10 b&C On my P.d and ato 10got up and I",", m'
lhB
clannml. and !ine. u.inglti. Pad '

mal1,n.a, I II.qul,. 7
My,'uphuimp,o_lt.. On an p'dinary

Pal..

. ..","'. ca..

IHI Iu.. a newman

F,odM

V...r1HoSprng,

wit""1 1t. a""riic pain and mar- "81 dKla..

.1i0u.

112-. npur1 "I"e.p. .. "nthm.gn.UC.I."Ppl.d. lawak,"
ref'uh."jnSMu,.. Thenh lo'y"u"nn",tI. CUll

h... 1 to.niglle' quality "I I!!.I"

Prl

"-%.,

"""

-

.'''

p.""

...

.,

""
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EXHIBIT C

Sleep Pod Success Stories (cont.

C" ?--

FlBROMYAlGIA- TRIGGER fl,"GERS'
12 ",c m. an Sleop Pao)
My 24. ou, oa,n Irom libroCII'sltib'omyalgl..n Canaoal ha.
'adua'
c"en ONon'c. . 2S yea,"- E,p..'M Imp,0,,,m8"' '0 00

a;reac: Iha .""",.n.''I'Mp"n''SI.''lng'O P."US.
oolor In my taco ,""..d 01 gr.y pallo' . I' ve su .'.a la, '.'81.1
j.." ,,,,h " ngr;er Tin .rs ' COnSlSIIng 01 p..n'e'l o",llng and
lacking. reaulrlng noursof ",.rcnlr.g aM massaging. '0

'.'U'.

r"lKou'gery, mcnrM$OI'onab. ,o'''SCM. hcp,e.gIO.'",dmo'.
,urgery ","M onlV '.mpora", '.,uIII. NOW - NO ORE
TRIGGERFINGERSI IcanovO"t'pe "g8.n" ,' mO'.'ed
a.llg 'ed"Mg'at.lul'

PAINFIEUEF

ee,.c"SleepP.0\

Followlngan'uloaec,po"'fi,eyea"ago lha.ePBe".oarcnlng
1m. .0IuIIO" '0 pOln In rhe '0

supplied IMe linal plecI oll . pU12le. I Sleep COrNar1ably 311
n'g '3oaawaxenrelre'Mda"d'mlullel."e',,, A.amane'o!
loCI. I don ,...call ove.MY'''9 Ihio much ono,!/ Than. You'

HameWiiMoi"
Vi'gin,a USA

Juno McK80..n, Rerir...
IromPan/amJ. ORra Vancouver

don t ever recall
having this much

CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME

0"'''''.''''.'''' 0" Sleop PoOl

D..,D,.

80"'le
I h.O ganorally QOOO hoo"h "o' 10 'no 0'"'' 01 ou, ,an Ihe., 'I
wa. Oo "I'aH"g Oac' aM I.g
, "..olossn.... lal'gue
doplouon 01 ;mmuno ,ysl.m , 1,,,,. onO'9Y.. I .' 3U"00 e,ery
",eo,eall"II' mulO linO 10' '.llel. My Sl.. I,om 1M ,''.. nognl
on 'h. Pad w"' o.op aM WOMOrtul.. . M mo'e pain.! "'9
, IleunO I COulO I.y Oown
Daytlm. poin 100' longe' '0 Oi,.

on my beOto'ecn.'go.nOge"oli.1 w. ."aOou,SI.

P,O

mn.'''!Woy..'L. nOI,eR ,". . Ol!!.'ene" ,n .".'gy IB.a" il we

.,..w'yl,om"lo,mC,.'M".,"wO.,..

, ..ouIOnl bo ",tMou!

":!' OOhnr"'y
'eCommeeO you' wo"O.o1 1 ma9Mlie Slo.p Poo
0 0 n yon. .n a ".. ry on 0 ,
Ao" & S elley Cann , mid-3D'
Con.ul/anl & E ecurlve
Surrey, B,

SLEEP OISOROER- FIBROMTAlGIA
11 mont

lam.oryg'0'eluII00'

onSlupPaol

energy... "

BACI(PAINRELIEF
TRUCKmlfVING
(3 monln. on Mog"el,Ca Seal C"sh,on)
SeOI p. . . I na," been
Ylr1Uallyh.e01 pain in my mIClo..e, cae... -- my ri nt!egoNe"
Wen' 10 Sloep ane'nou"" on Ihe aceele,alo,-eolanymo,.'
I 31-" lay on I e Pa 0" !Ie ' sllepe( Cuno qUI!e o en an
Ihall awa e leeli"g muc mo,o '85100 Inan w en I 'mo'el ' 1M
sa,e," p3;n In my ' baco to SMoull:(muSClowasgO,, w,lrii"lrie
li"I!I'BO day' and nu 0101 OotM,1I mo"m:o
Sine. you in!raduced me 10

ManytMn..lo.you'resealchaed e-olo.men!olili.
co"eclly

Than You L"""8 Pic e, Aga 43
BRITlSHCCLUMBIA
CHFIONIC FATIGUE SYNVROloE

IBmo"tI.o"SloepPaO)

I h. been oN wo' 10' 5 y..rs OUG '0 ,evo,. c 'o"'c latig
0n;n9 you, MageetiCo SI..O P.

,malleu 10"S a,ounO I e h-uu "'"'e e' au. "9 Ie me. I hao

Ih.SleepPa"10'"nct1200ayowit "op.r1icullUnulis
"'her oan ,mpre.ed immWl'ty... .."'encll by ""1
by colO, .n Ilu ,II wir".lU per "9'mal. On I .

oing plagued

I,t.t cly. my

""0',, reru,n9(-" l atl feN 11.ogo,"gI0 ..orl aQarnl... lam

HOPE , B,

WOe"-Of8vlrymo"Ih. SloepingonIM""9 Uc"SIHpPad
'01'"0 Ihi. p/oblem almo.t immll,alelyl I SI"p muCl mOfI..
.0u" ly now ae 3m enjoying a mar1ed j"o'"" inSlamina
Also. my immunl oylem mU$ navo imp,o.ed . oincl I i! yea. I
id nol gll my eu.om. o".mo"l lo"g cckl, Tho". 'Io
0,. e""lil, 10' lurni"g my I . a=ool I ca
1y f mm.nd

eall'

"""KOomic,...yofprolecng
Pa'Rom." Bu-i

Vatl.." B.

C."aoa

16 mo"'hso,, 5le.p POOl

. I 1960, I..a. a'ageooed wt1 MS... lon ot bel."eo , poor
coo,0Inal,on constan1mU""'.SPum. laliguoa"dlimilll
mobility 3'& oaily symplam. I ha.e l&8me 10 jjve W1ln. I ri...
e maQ"elic pa no.. 10' si. men'"". -- whell have
slopl o
fou,, 10 Ce I e most banerie;.1 i. IMot it .eema 10 allow my body
10 'pounee bade: 01 amore 'opi 'ale an p'evioU-... II nu .1""
...ISled ,n 'no "eque,,1 mu'Cle 'oa.m. aM I om now "o""g up
mo'e 'el'osMd wil mO'" lne,!/. II
as also "-,,'ed i" my
O'83'"lng UI 10... yen"". alllfQios. I' is no' a cu,. 10' me bu11S

olg,ea,a....""n-elomliJ01law,ngmeIOIi_"aln)... .c:ie

Iltesty!e..,IM addnionaJene'Y. I con""io "yM'" nal d1an
any ""pOC 01 my '''Iy lI_in9 abi!S!a gr.. il Ilai, eVlluOllon an

now can 'e(ommOM iIIOOlte",...

A",iSkol'tz- AICa1USoc,..Se""cupror"..io",,1
AEDDEER,

TedJMU 40.yu"", E"gl,,"r
Onr.ri Cans",

PRI'- IoENsmUAl SYNCROloE (PMS)
mo",ru on Sleep PaO)
Fo' many yea,", PMS maO' my lite a ..iu'ely m...,able 10,!Wo

"'e""9 eli(SI

DamlRico , U"e- HauITn.ker

,"ULTlPLESClEFlOSIS

.ory g,aLelullo, IMi.p'oduCl"hic enoolllme ro'e!Urnto

no"".' lilo."o "0"'

uigned an" comly pmduC1."

SeonOlsonlo"n"00u c1n9'U

Mog"01,C051.epp.,l. 1". ",.MoaSiaopl"goi.o'oe"o't .'n!
15 ,.., , Ouolo "b,omyalg'a a" Rheumal"m 1M' aHae.. ,U
"'uscln. I am ploased 10 say ' a' I SI.Op all "'g . o,, 11'0.0
..oMO"ullo ol up;" ,ne mo""eg ",'O, OUI Ino OIJHn..

,yoa'om.. B.lore

1i5.ue 01 my nBc, . a,m, IOwo'

Cac. anO leg, ANo'S""ukso!"upi" onlh8mag"Olic5Iaop
Pad, I anlleipale 10..1 ,"oovOry, Wilhlheeomol"alionol'JoOO
lood. "un,lional suppleme"," an
o,"PY. Ihe Sleep PO( M..

HIVPosmVE
(12 mo"th on Sleep Pa

," Januar 92, 1 lIsted HIVP""itl. 01l.rw..llI,ee.ce,'enl
heaJ1n amc;efW abOulwNl I eat an om.... p!''K:aJlyl,t
r1 01 impro.1I T -CIII ccun! i mic.
AM., yo telling me '
.. oelinilaly
placed in en inc.eas magnl!l Il01. I
""r1 ..hi)e 10' me tc Iry on 01 yOU Mognl Co 51.. Pacl. I am
pll..ed 10 '"por1 I .t i haY1 Mad rI OICp In T -Ce counl sinee,

al1ug

dihoId3!

!&._'",.le..mo.

up 10 63. whic i...ub-tanri.ncl..l,

itiSrlw

Youo;!l ou,e ,..,11

""Minullogr.lrnthiahnnh,.,ontageancolU;nly
,acm.nCitIOOIlr8i"

.Wf, AIJ37
UlAng&I.S,

"..'

...

"',
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EXHIBIT C

;:3U 1;0 Sleep Pad Success Stories (cont.
CHllO - EXlromo C .mieoUEn I'onmonl.r AII"gin:

ExTREME OIABETIC COMPLICATIONS
SLEEP DISORDER !B mon' . On SI..o Paol
HEALTH$UMMARY: YalLaugntM

.D'aO."cno' "'opa,nYlno",eoeatn!-cau.,nguclue,a'ingpa,n
,ne",em,Tj..11 - 3Mu'.oa,'Y, la.tmg ',om4$ mlnu'."O
'''ohoursl

lnl.rnIMlnMva"o""
o E."omecloallngan.rme.,S"'"Ole.Hon.,."n ',nt.

,"'c...

, S,upDi.oro.'-Man1y.arsla~.'"g.amoun'olsl..p

nrsp.rnlgnn

1-

IMPROYEMENTS SINCE SLEEPING ON PAD
3. Tho n."'. .p..ms 1001c - 6 mcnTn. :0 ,mpro'. 10 a m.,'no
amoun! no..IM1'(.'lKuc.oby80'! 9Q'I ,,,,'nnc
CCCC'
".nc"" allfe, 4 10 5 d. . at a Itm.

lo'ol O+lord.,
SLEEP PAD- Immoclote Roliollnlom"lo
Summa'): - Amy ha. Doe" o,.gnoseo "itn line oolici. cy aM

'mmU".dy",.gulalio" "'h'c w,'lb.ano"9oi"gcoMiliofl. Sh.
lOOk Rilalln lorlr". year!, ...,n all lIS uca.s".bl..ia. oHKU, a"d
becam..lla'g'c10 'hal. Ihadoam.'oexo9Conty4-5Mou"

".00 lin ...m.ntSI oa' mghl. Th. fir.. nlg 1 On Ih. $1800 Pa",
Amy Md a lull clg

ol,,"Ylngcarpo" "non "0 go,,!. Now.noloo,"uponi!uOn8
ollno mOOllmpo"an' puro aoo. "0
"o'Ygralolull-

a.o o.or maCo ano" 'o'Y,

112

Jay",V,uQMall
ONTARIO, CANADA

o BloaMg.,opped:le Ii,.! n'gnl.
, 5iuPP'Oblem'.'.aveo1n,netit.tfewn'gnl,.
ThiS w;!" "'I
nara 10 08JI.,. , Jt w.. '0 'ama,ic
Val" a R.N. a
aug 1 a magnet,c manrau ..ao r a eo"IValenl

S "oao-- . acd II he. eon"nu.c 'p,

monlMO"o". 5h.a",a.o.pJ.asanla"aal.". W. 'Manloyou lor
.'.'Yning..,

NATUROPATMIC PH'YSJCIAN
IB mOnlnoon Sleep pad)

Th"n.youlori"uaouc'''gm.lo,h.Magn.liC05IeepPBdl I
"m delig I&O.-- In my praClic" 1M '9$UtlS M". b.an r.ma"'abl..
Thopoli.nt,'o"Mml a".,n"OO"C.ClhoMagno"COSI..p
Pad. ha... r"'oonded well aM ale napo "i,
. ,"".,It!. W:t
myd"9'." inC~irOoraC!lc
ana Nalu,ooalhic MfKicin..

Oa"oJ VallaugMpn. Agom,,,. 40.
MOP.olaw

S..

.on lo"unalo 10 aY. pro"Y gOM no.Hn , "0"0'.'
Iha..h. .1WCO"",".cl'MigOSHonallol"'y"le. '
"app.al"d .na, I"a I""
Igh' o
a magn."" manr... ac
ha". co, ".0 acy s,ccol lDa olp S. I ha,.

IMPROVED slEEPIGENERAlHEAlTMCONomON

i2monlMonSla.oPadl

H.."hCandIHOc al Tim. 01 SloepPa"pu'ona,.: AI"'"yolirad
"iln 'arB .". and cumeraus o! o' a" e' aM pa, s. NOI g.n,ng
eccc'
".op Our tOrSI "..k "'.s "ind 01 odd, a.... had
c"m.rousno.o"o , 0",0,. FI.mlng 1010 '5 LMT""ou".

"uc,", in acupunClu'e, phy"ea' Ihorapy. A 'lralian 60",""

'.OMIQU. . aM vaMou, otM' IMra iu. I ha.. cal ral b..n IOd
,n'o a rao c. 01 o YSlcal moo,c,n. , inCluding ,no uso 01 .mall
laplt- Ofl magn.I!, So " is "" .om. amazemonllMllllcc a
proo... 'MI gi".s 'uc r.,i.1 ..no cem!o" ," ,
a 'impk!
m.Mo'. Ane,all".'YO".ha. 10lie do"" 10 Slo"lon a regula"
basIs '0 "hal ben.r",oy 10 na,.,Me'aoy! lam.u,.olh.,
t.nelit! ""II b. !ouM Irom Ih.
'a of Ih. magn.' pad. a. limo
goes by, 'o 1 .r. '. no Ooulll' my m,no IMII . u.o of magnalic

"..Pp.d.",ill ocomoonOOltMmalorIMorap.Ulicagon,"of
IMlulur.. Aga,n lnan.you

RO()6rrFlommg, B. Se.
.. N.
WHITE ROC)(,

Cammon. T e ..coM ".e- was much
O.n." a. w. 10uM oul
". c.'., gOI up mOre Inan once 0' :wic.. nigh' . By 1 . 'hird
, wo ".'0 ..a"icg 10 loo lo,,a,d to gOing 10 b.o at nlgnlS

II"b..n"e'Yg dIOu.. 50cow".ha.e,co.oladlho
M..gC"lit;Pada,aceollh.lami1yand"ouldrecommondillo
anyoce

Extra energy

Viclorand "'flQ'. Loml "x IAQos 79 d Tl)
LANGLEY
Cafla.u

for extra life!
Thanks!"

HEARTCONcmON

6weok'Pn5IeooP..dl
I am 72 ye." cld ano a"e ad Ii"" hoan aMok. I od alll
mM.r" ","oic,r.
, nad 100H.r UI ",a, loll. .." al i"..alil:
ur.abl. 10 PO I e .mal'.'1 !a.lo . In iU'1 six ",..Io on Ih.

MagnOIICoSloepPao myoolo':'gr.atlyimoro",,, bloo
r.""uro OQ"" Ion pOlnto. ana .norg) '""01. uo .flOU9

.'.c "0" ,om. S..,Pur""...lha"o.".rm.oo'.

at I can

J""S"O,ch.

R.Ii..
OHIO

UVEROISEASI;

13",.... On $rup Pad)

... a eong.n"aJ I..., d'uaso... "ill mulliplo .ymplOmo

,oloo lob8rB1yg.luP!oeola""dM"Io. Wu
unabl. 'a .1..o"' IL. IUo 2103
ou"lolall..l"p... an
"a.anal.or5.. m. Tho lim"ighl onl . 51&8 Pa" I 10"
10 ""0 and '1.01 '0 goo.,. i!..U".I'coull Al!o't ln"I"..k
01 sl""otlg On I . Pad, 1 noUc,, I ac .no'Y... Now I'm t!cI to
"ook,"gandMa"o3!"",,gan.ni llagain.
andll~idrel.nlion"'.gon.IOO. l"i.hl. dMadlh.SloepPad
aHOCingm.

T1acl",)

IMPROVED IMMUNITY - MORE ENERGY
lESS SLEEP REaUIRED
Ie mon' ' on 51..0 Pad)
Slneo Ja uary 1993 I MDlo b..n ,100ping 0" a MAGNETICo
Sklop pa" an h."" obU""ed sj9nl oanl dilfor.""..,.. Firsl . I

M...,n')f.m,rnalon."1.., ""Ihl....'..o, socondty." Ir..
l",mOOId. nu
Ip"'.Od
up a ""'. ' I'..t while a...y... wilin 2 tly. 01 t)i
a.k om.
onmy,'ooop.", Ih.in1ocPcn"aogon.. -- InlhoputllwOUk:

Of.ic....n.ot..ha""o.mll.

ng.'edon!or2 ",..k.. Exra.n.tglo'.X'ra lil.1

TM",..I
V.rlio Wa""

Wolla WllllaCollog, W,f

yu""go'

N.,.McLa&r
S.nF

HIT 00057

...

, ..

,,...
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EXHIBIT C

;:'J!Qw:i

Sleep Pad Success Stories (cont.
RUNNER

(3 monl'" on Sleep P.

GENER.lLI1EAlTJCAISIS
13 trcnths on Sleep Pac)

OUf 0, . Bonlie
C'3""'edOuIOlh"'I . ,..ascl.gnoSe;
I"5Lon - ,,,13mrn/
wllh. .. hypoglycemia. hb'amY"g'.. ,'Ie'.'...
",,,'enlll1elicienciu, lOx'C'I', ",c Many OOCto!S Md".I\d
AS you kno.., I ha

Obs.rvanonl, putnOwMlislicapproacn, '..as 10"'.0 to
..penmen'wi!h p'DdUC!S on my own \0 soe"' lcn one. '"cu,,,
"elp m8 on my journey 10 "ellnnJ. you,magn."coeoproVtoes
a n'ghlly c'adl. wnicn augll8nt. ,r, e powe' 01 all 81,e Ina,l dot
Thano you lor you, wonder1ul proauc,'

E.H. Age2d
clona

INCREASEC ENERG"
(5 ,MMn. on SleBP I'ao!
I ca,, I.ay enough aboUI my Siup Pad' 1...aUT"He.Moone

ge!Tnrough'harooaV .wo"'.nd."'IM"e.ome. .,gyloMal
,Me .. d ot 1M dBV. :'m o ly sa,ry: aia 1 'nO", 01 you, 510.p
Pads Mo e" Ea"M day !.. oe 'loepl g o IMo oadl mv ""I. teol.
aOiloen.,'ManIMep,.v;ou.oay. IM..olookeo,nto"tne"IUP

p.o.anotuttnaryuu"'iS:Monlvon."onMu.'

"nco YSin,! Ihe a,!ne"Co
, I haveUn '1nl1ng te, 9 YU.
Sleep Pad. I hav. run in 3 10rm.1 SK racel. MVljnl.MesaM'un
t,mBS Mve impmveo on...IGnny ""th aa h ""c.. In addilion
me Mas o"n dramatlcallv 'oOuced. I om al.o
my recupo"II".

Thanlc.tc

IMemctM'a'anI1. yea,-old.an,.Mi.,oryaC1i
mV MagneliCo Pad I ne"", !um IP run
daysl

ut el ano,gy tneu

Lau'el VanAr: Age37
P8"8PC,"I

ATlLETE- 8ACKP,l!NREltEFIT'NNISEl80W
\4 monlh. on SIUP P.O)
Re:ev.lualionoltMemognelicped. ,lw\l..,agi g.UCe..
Just.. you , Dr BonlieandO,. PMilpo"annted. IM. adn'Oygtit
",oooel1ulrO'ull"-. A"y O&;tnalnuci,culalorypfoblemo :o"e'

Meko,o,,,e,,o..l.dpajn,Mouldne.o,.leep,.,,nou1t,,pad:
JimE"""," OuarlerIaclc
Lo.A"g"luI'MS

C.AF'igr;s

raging success!"

HarworJrJH"'gfrIS,
INSOMNIA
(2 m nlM o Sleeo Padl

Fa, 1M t;"'II;m. 'n ""Bnly yu" , I am genmg a oe-o t nlghl
ia alilMe 1,m.. and ,I I
oiO "'a ag. 10 gel 10 .Ieeo, I "'ould ",a'.n.' 'east 3 0' 4 limBS a
ugh Than.
-I
can
cou
t
on
SI..o'ng
","'9MIIM'
nlgnt. No...
. 0'. Bonlie 10' tnis "'ondol1ul P'OOUCI"
JO.I1Me.ls. Mit1.30'
Eve,.n,

,IUpl Belor., I .utle,(I boUIS 01 i 'rJm

ATllETE
16monIMQfSlupPap)
'eqardingimp'ovemen inperlo'm.nC.du.IO",e"P'ngon

IMe magne"c pad... oose",alion",
. Lo..lalonlmu$Ct..o,ono..allhe"nsetothigno,intens,1y

Ifl,n",

as.u:al.""nglhl'a,te'
, Rap;t1.\imula\;onotoardlo
PJlSSIVE, EJlSY-TO- USEENERGVSUPPlE!MENT

(12monll1lonSI oP.'"

DufO'.

imp'o,ementl.

....ifglmonito,&dPy
. 'ne,el..drecerylimeat1e,running,

n..l1rale).

Bonli...

You Mv. on. 0' Ih. 0",1 ove'a neaM p,nduCU on lhe ma'hl
10t1ayl wnerl lik..ooultho Magn.t,CoP.d 10 ,he laclln.r,ri.
paS$ive... everyone can have one in IheO"VBcyOtIM"o",n
nome. The,ei. noo,eoa,alion, nomelUu"ng, nocalC1la O"',
nowne'e lOgo lo,.t,ulmenr-ju'l sleep on tne pad" Th.

Oenelitoa,ell..olmyoueverySlnglenign,. Hl!lthOenelir,
can t come any eesier lTan tre I beli... tral averyone n.OK
ad 10 'o olance in tri. hecc "ond ot ouro.
Rup..rlRa"..s, HuJr Emnusi,ur
Ja"eyCity,

eOatahighe,
, MUIC1IO'SI,e"gt'.vel.ha"eounm.,ntai

lev.Lmoslsign.fKnltinl'ull.cual.ndoencnp,..,.
. Lo"'e,R".lingHe.nR.te (55beeto pe,m;nyt.'.
. Deeperlndl1oresountSleepingardmo,.onel1IS,aOn

..1g louI010ed..

1""II.eep you oos'edulofu"n.,findin..S:

RiCfr.rd H",."' - PKal, I"r..
Cln.dianN.lic"olreemMembe,.inc" 1987
Calgary,

INCREASED STAMINJI - M,IRATHDNS
13y..nOn SI_Pld)

My finishes and run times

have improved consistently..
recuperative time

vebent'nni m,,"u.onsto'10yeen. Since.l..pinganu.e
!M"'neliCOSlupPld, venOlied..uoolan8lincre"..in
endutancldvrinqtnl.n.,trirdClm.,lce, arlo..inom.,oli isn
Nrst Of sec

t:teo, Aleo rtu

ellmin'led ""1 c,

CaMoml.

dramatically reduced.

("."ntrJ

in my

n....., so..n"'aneK1..m."II..tl. lca
now;o 01. and eniov I celltaUon dinner I
lilUanMiI, 60yun. Reelt
myt:\.'

IMPAOV!D FTE58- ATMLE
Ae a ' P"-t-my"9ri'

ellil, l!ee tre Sle

Pad Mas h"l

ago!
bo..rumIOtMcor-""UonanSl..,, 01 1S-20yee..
o-12Ibs,

Icouldn._,.n-.hlbtto..an"",.".vepu0n
Mipluinsi..nt

olmus.eintwmo Thanka aQro,J'

IntOtnlednc4O', andIOnclgains!Ultnepraul,omlh.
roMo

abU\tr:"wod81

pro

G.ryRoOin.w
Mlcville,

MIT 0005e
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why. htm

at ww. mplusmagnet. com

Page 5 of6

years... notice the difference in energy levels if
we are awa:r' from it for more than a few

days... wouldn t be ""ithout it!!! ... definitely
recommend your wonderful magnetic Sleep
Pad to anyone and everyone!"
Ron & SheUe" Conn, mid- 30'

Consultant & E\eclJtiYe
Jurre:r, D.

HEART CONDITION
16 \\ EEKS ON SLEEP PAD\

1 am 72 years old and have had five heart
attacks... tried alJ that modern medicine had to

offer, but was left a virtual invalid, unable to
do the smalJest task. In just six weeks on the
Magnetic Sleep Pad, my color is greatly
improved, blood pressure down ten points. and
energy levels up enough that I can even work
some. Best Purchase I have ever made!"
Joe Subich, Retired
M:It 000153

Ohio

ORDER NOW WHILE ON- LINE!!
Exibit: D

..",""
;';"'

- ""-.-
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A long, long Time Ago..,
0' mQ$..",

Unit

This Ear1h was swrrOUl1ced by a much stronger Magnetic Field than

GAUSS

Ina! wnlch exists today. Scientists r. av€' ceen recording the strengH1 of
the Earth s MagnetiC Field overlhe last 155 years. This decline has also

"'89"0exn.1d

at

been de!ermined by measurement 01 decrease

north-south

orlenl81ion oj magretile crystals in ceocsils which have occurred at
;"ncwn tJmes in history such as Ir VOlcaniC flews and sedimell!s. 5.

:'t"":ES:3iln -

to

12.

EA' S "'GNE7

"1

FlELJ

4.00..,

DOy.lf
TodlY

o..a.uu

(""ribylot1or--I

Liie.

We are all very much aware of our constant r€€ for ajr, water, and food!

However. the nee tor :r;; Eart' s magnetic 'orce 10 maintain heal1 was not

wEort CO""O"o,,
h..
upclt
"I' h:

lcum Io

rt..rt'S
m4-".ex_foroo_
wI"'''

reccgmzeo until tl1e ad\entat modern spacetrav

in a,Cditicn, scientists have aiscoveredtha11he magnetic field cfthe earh 15
eyc,"c, ' Nilh die-owts Of :;ieleglcal I;fe ferms occurri g in times of Magnetic
F:eld deCline and reversals. 2

'","d

- m.. /:"'p3

dJ..1i

Co"tirmi"1I 0.100""
ot
l1.r
i,,-.
0'
by "ud

to..

$Ompl_/rmO(..,,/I

25.

:-i5-tC'T:C

ReferencestO!heear!yuseoftheforcescfmagnetlsmlnthehealingarts
are found ,n most eivilizatlons el the world. The firstuseage is recorded
by the Cilinese in tile book - Yellow Empercr s Book of Internal Medicine

CI_f1i

t!oimodto""WO

lod..'""... ho'

'ol1tnr

,:apprO)(- 2.000 B. C.) Reference IS made to the use 01 Magnetism in
coniunction with tlla practice 01 aCUpuf'cture. '

'o..hood '0

::ro:;:

AnC1ent rlindu scrlp:ures. Egyptian and Persian i'istory, and Tibetan

_om.

e"d 11""- A.D.

monk p.actlces indicate therapeuticlodeSlone usage.

More modern ccr, t.ibutions 10 scienti!ic and medical knowledge a!
electrical anO magnetic energy were made by William Gilbert, pri\iate
physician to Cueen Elizabeth I , Volta. Gal\iar,i , and Mesmer. Mesmer
was particularly notOO tor successful :reatment af a \iariety of ills in Ihe
mid- 1700' s. '

Begirmng ot .\10deI7. R2 eaICh...
MagnetIc Field Deficiency Smdrome " WilS identified in J3p3n in the
late 1950' s. It is characterized by symptcms such as: Lack. of Energy,
nsomnia, Generalized Aches &. Pains. Upper Back & Neck Stiffness.
mptoms
Frequent Headaches , Dizziness, Constioation, etC. (Tese
seem to closely correlat!! with our No h American version - Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome 1'2

therapists

Field Therapy

Onho,:"dic Surgeons
DiagnosticTests - MRI , MEG, MKG, SOUID

Used by
. Hospital

oppllr;lk of.

tlflh:tJoh"mobo

of 'MoVnofk

' FI.kt D.fInC'

3D mrJl10 Jopo".. "$0 0
.th_,.u1

moU'"ofi rJ.Jco

,lCrcNltl..C

of "- muK;

poln,

chiroPfdctOrs and

sports trainers. Direct Currnt Elec:roMagnetic

Tr. onomol

wa_tool_tolfoyp-

ro

Magnetic Therapy

Used by physlolherapisls. massage

o.""

sfortrfoyloltI
o!1

Current Health- ReJated 1.ses...
. Pulsed Direc Currr,:

GMnotoGnp/t,

. ond oolXh: rolorr '0 moll
"otn.. on e6coJ,.
puryotN.

MIT 00046

A"i'(M
ar ..
..
-.
or
rhtn....II.a-IoCJa.
/r

IiIQ IT(jIJ

;p

..
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--'---"
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Bio- \Iagnetic

Theorv..,

"0 -

0ne
Tr,e Earth s Magnetic Field '1as Decreased by appro jmatety 90% over the last four thousand years
This Geomagnetic FielC is an Essential Environmental Factor!or Ufeand Health on this Planet.

Trehumant:odynasadap!edtol!1.'Slcssofnaturalenergy, bwt1ts€ems a reasonatJle assumption that ' ere
would be a corresponding Los!! 01 Physiological Vitalit and Effciency in al the functions of the body.

Magneti Field

By placing the body in a retore, pUT', Negati
eIJrt
00
equal in .'tT'ngt to that of

theorize that over-all bo

.:.::2C

vi:

Of'. :hc

\.EC;:.

perfrmance

greatly enhanced.

should

NC::::,':ZS :=CMA':m::

c:_.

2::C

ye8f3 ago

:c . L':

aUiJl5
I1-,., IC:::', IE:' I"':F

:rr. C'.

2CCY C:,E:US,::Y

BASIC PHYSICS PRINCIPLE
The human body is electro- magne!IC Oy deSign . tJ.ng
compose( largely ot enargea par!le es suer. as atoms.
eyclctronic)rasonance
oi body tissues
el€'trons, prolons. and Ions le. g.. polasslum. sodium. Mao;netic jor
is also improved by increased electron velocity.
calcium etc. l. These all periDfm vital lite fur.
even higher level 0' c emicaJ activity

Ield

cllons I

Consider how Ihe lollowing bas,c ;:rlnc'c'es of PhysiCS: making an

,.!ard;nggeomagnetic(dire.tionail'ie
1hat

Csa't€'lalomSln I possible.

By applying the above principle to human

/ When the field ;s increased. the'e will be a temporar physiology, it would be expected that ALL
Increase ir el€'lrorr.agnet;c ;orce 0' c. a'ge on Ire chemical and electrcal actions of the body would

atom wnich will result in a hlgne, velocity 01 some of be improvlId. Some examples are;
the orbiting electrons and prctons (primarily outer
r;ng un- pairoo elec ronsl-

ThisincreilseinvelOCityotsomeelectronsa!dprotons

orwobbleoflhe

a!dnolotherswillca,-se

.' Faster ditfsionot iOns and gases through cellular
membranes 3 (&.g.. '"cg . o,rc la'O'Y sy,'eml

Increa.ed lymphocyte production

iltom, leadingloenhilce-electr0f11rasler.

.'e:r. narcoo

is:reb"",caC1iQni

-_s.

chemical reactrons

aJl

of the body

Benefits Substantiate Tgeorv...
as reorted by individualssleeping
design of

regulary en my

agneticsleep pad:

/ Up \0 30% incr€2s8 in the abilily oi !he body to

pick up iId utiize oxygen trm the air Innalad.

AA'.'

.' Major increase in
stref1g1h and endurance.

.' Up 10 80% reuction in muscle soreness after

major workouts.

/Il8i"

l1orofprolr=on'li4/rll

/ Most artlritiC5 experience relief frm pan and
symptoms.
Summaed. al
diral m.et
chem,ca

ca to impe
ma bo. ,,is

o! th geoagneti

eJ (wndl is a

e4 ac as a

oo oeng inlne h

mprveaJlbofus. Exampl8San:OI'ygenca

em.
ca, asLation at nutent'. mill.
nollrrac:nc.aJs.lie

met;,wase
enefti3lr. eain

0'

.' MOSI Chronic.headac.esrelieved.

/ Many sleep diSorde

reiieved.

les sleep.
.' Many feel more enerized and re.uire

/ Many report improved resistace to disea
(ccld"I'. elC.

1k(Q(gIi
MI'l aaa,n

..

,.. , "

.. "

,"."

.._
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1",,1 BIGO, ;

Scientific Validation

C,IIS!url,,,

BEIORE- MAG:vCD SLEEP P\D

Before...
NotE :he clump,ng ot

red blood cells. typ,calofstress, health problems

or fatigue. Fatigue is normally e perienced by everyone at the end of
Ihe day and can be explainedaS :ossolcharge " on bcdycells.

After..

AF- 20MINSON
\1G;'ITICO

SLEEP PAD

Wiih increased Negative H magnetic nefd supplementation, chemica!

'eactions are enhalced. building up !he cr.are on cell walls. The cells will
then 'apel each other, eliminating the clumping. With more sL.rface ara
available. the oxygen-carrying capacrty Oltha cells is greatl increased.

Pulse oximeter tests also con/irm substantial increases in oxygen
saturation levels In tM blood a/individuals who had20 minute sessions
on th! MagnelicoSleep Pad.

Natural Magnetjc Field...

The magnetic field produced by Permanent Magnets is
s.afe natur.al
"nergy source. Large and small magnets of this type have been used safely in industry
for years. T!1ere

are no known harmf 1 exposure levels and no limitations by governmental agencies.

Many people confuse Natural Permanent Magnetic Field, used in the

Electromagnetic Fields...

with Alternating Curnmt (AC) Electro- Magnetic Field, put out by power
lines and electrical devices. . These AC fields are Positiva l-) and Negative l-l with a frequency of 60
cycles/second. This is 7, 66 times too fasl
for the average body ergan resonance fr equency cf 7. 83 and can
cause eell fatigue
in time. The ennanced NagativlI l- Field ef til MAGNETIC"
helps
5(up Pad:)
eouMorae! the effects of electro-magnetic pollution to your body.
MAG:\ETICo

Skep prl

Resources."
I 8"k.r
enO.,
C""'Curl!nlS " 1
1I"
P. I 78-191
J Ib,tI.
pp133-238
, Ibid... 143253
5 C"" Allen "."" R Jd Re..ru, " S".norf Am.r= f1b. 57, pp.
6 C"i.. AlbIn R. 1M
. WiJ C. J' Thl Ma n!"c Effec. \975 . p. 19
7 Gu bjn,. C.vi 'li
.u, J".my,
QI tn. Ear'
"" s.ylv V,,,OO
M! ,Jd IlTVRf. .oluml J17, Oct )1 1985
a G" N"' , OlVd IN 811W. .I,tm, Sc,,1t Af,n(, Dee '. PQ. 719. KiP. -fuMam,ntilS 01 EIOCritit 1M M' ne!im . 196
. JS4m
, N!nr)H. lnd f!eerT , AMhur J.,'nt"'!-Mlgn
D KOlrn
.
Re- !k
nl' r;5, PP.o5-9
11 l'!'Pytr
, M. and Wi"'ndan . M.. C !riin. D.. B
to, C. , ana Men S" " M"cM,!jOl Of l1' h0c furan in Lowfriq1'"" EI!Wt: 100
".IiEnv'o"ml"I! fASfBJo"m'I I99 mC!#24J
'2 Na., . Kyoichi,M. ""nm Fiola ,,,nq Syndrnl "' Manf Trum-nt.
JafWI' !,ecia JOUrn 1k. 2745. OK. , 7.
I) V,'ikC',Jr.
lmmonuol Ea,nUpl1n,"J" p, l46
Mam'tmJ! omm,na.. "aain
nis Doc. 9).
Di,,,')
01 M.Mf Ha G.
11isJf6
I. orl. "".. 01 I!rcp
aolrpro
1-.265- 1119.

''b1Am

ThlinraIO""II""hlirt/btiokYodp.rp""l\.
l'i,n"r",oea="II&JIP'bimt
.I.,a",
lrywphal
Arrs
"'It"""'''.in''""_.
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The Inventor...
DR. DEAN BONLJE graduated with honors from Lorna linda
UniverSity. His questioning mind soon got him involved in

active research. This resulted in the development of several
marketable denIal products.
More recently, the relatively unexplored topic of the

effects of

rragnetlsm on the human body intrigued him. He became
convinced that tapping this natural energy source could be a
'Nonderiul . 'leans of providing an improved quality of rife.
. Banlies

magnetic sleep pad design (patent pending) has a

unique concept. It is the ONLY

,m,

MagneUc Field equivalent to that

His .\1AGNETCo

allow you to

Sfa Pad:\

cocoon ot energy,
environmental source.

R. Bonlie, D.
President MagnellColnc
A MACNETCc 1a P(j'

.u

design of sleep pad engineered

to produce a Pure Negative
of the earth 4 000 years ago.

8' CCMinucusly..

YOUR SOOY DOES NOT NEED A REST FROM
ysio'oq,,;UDMC1DI"

..ili,p",p..."glne."""accc""cg'Qg""- m'gne"candp
THE 80DY DOES RECU'RE A REST r'om ot
or i cQ"ecUy c."gneo ".g"'''.'
' held.
''''I'' =- P..ns wit
ac.ma

Power- Sleep in a

supplementing a drasiically reduced
rr.

or m8gn.tic p8dO u.,c. g PO',I"""' . Mixec P05liv."; and Negahveh '

Can nc. u.. a m gn.!J ".- pa aa it
will int8f11l8 lucton cl u. p.c.m

MagnetiCo Survev Results (1993)...
95% at

ARTHRITICS received at lea!l1 25% PAIN RELIEF
PAIN AEUEF

75% of ARTHRITCS receiVed at 18851 50%

92% 01 INSOMNIACS were SLEEPING 25% BETR
69% at INSOMNIACS were SLEEPING 50%

BElR

at INSOMNIACS reeived

TOTAL REUEF

Irm their SLEEP PROBLEMS

41% reported a Noticeable INCREASE IN ENERGY
91 % 01 t ese .\IAG:'ETCo

fP pil

:Jwne

were w II' pleased with tr. e overall results obtained

The Survey was taken 01100 pe ons randomly selected who had slept on a MagnetiCo Sleep Pad for over
seven months. The number of paricipaJ1S Oy age grouping are as follows:

It ot

25
40

PenlOn8 Years
0-50

35 5163 out of 100 purchased the Pad lor reliel 01 Ar(:

syptoms

13 aut of1 00 were interested in help to sJee prcbl.ms

24 persns reeived

Slgniffcant

help with lte !ollowing conditions;

High Bloo Pressure Constipation

Prostatiii1J
Fibromyalgia Chronic
FatlglJlI Syndl'me
Osteoporosis Depression
Poor Siood Circulation

Migraine Headaches

MIT 00049

Varcose Veins

Back-Injuries

Emphysema

&1(QiWli

70..

_.-

~~~~~~
.;,/.;
./
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teep pLJ-

(QPOH

"V Sleep Pad Engineered :0 SimuJats Ear.!1' s .\Iagne1ic FieJd ";
ENHANCE VITALITY

BODY PERFORMANCE!!

paa"
Q. of Mait"

4- thick , quilted zippere cOlier

(fOf watemeds or professiDna) use)

INNER POWER'Sra paa"
Sprng

Matss & Box

Placement

1/2 thick, non- quilted fabric zippere cOl/er
(reommend Exra Strengt to, ext- thick mattsses

COMPARE...
Sff Pad"

MAGNETICo

TOP POWER or INNER POWER MODELS
or EXRA STRENGTHS AVAILABLE
IN BOTH MODELS

REGULAR

MOST EFFECTIVE ON MARKET
MOST MAGNET WEIGHT PER DOLLFI
MATERIALS

WORKMANSHIP GUAANTEE

PERSONAUZED 'CUSTOMER SUPPORT

SHIPPING INCLUOED IN PRICE

TOP POWER'

mHIGTH: "'EG. EX
Prosicna
U, Si

3O14'

$ - S

INNER POWER'

STEHGTIS: REG. EX
TIi
Sing 3974" 43 60
3O74' S no S 450

1e 3974" . 595 . 80

Double S4"X74' 795 100 tkuOl8 54")74" 595

a: Queen
King 75'
!i

C. G.

-Ing 72":

'OC"''''--*-

1200

1195 150
1195 150

Queen 6O

100
89
King 72'" 895

King 76'
Cim-

rn

Give Yourself the ENERGY Advanta
IO,..",

MIl' 00050

\:OO
1200

POWER SLEEP'

,"cc

CCO 'rean Age...

TOP POWER' Sra
Placement

co,

404
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peak or allergy seasonl The willdow
turdy aluminum rustproof
!rame and coated screenbafJles traps
pOllen dust , soot and other allergens and
impurities. Vacu'Jms cl"al1,

rA n
I ,r- " I

081- 0645 Window Guard for Alle'gle

534. 98 (3 Installments of 511. 66 each)
plus $5. 99 hlpping and handline.

ventilalorwith

'f

,J-

heaflae,I,.,

. No' 10 IJ "'"

519

::O

"'-

98 (2 installments

PaCkageaf6

ilnd ro e pelals

lavender, r05emary

olessenliaioils

an aramalicblcnd

bath. The oversized
sachet i filled with

a f,agrant tub tea

Steep yoursell In ihe
mlii ing pleasure

NEW! NATURE'
SPA HERBAL
TUB TEAS

by D,.go.nl warne" or Oy peop" ,,"h '''pl.n'oa

539. 99 (3 Instidlm60ts 01 $13. 33 oilch) pJu $5.
hlppinc: and handUng.
081- 0641 Magnetic Wri

/I. The light , hmCliofldl wristband Supports aCIHrlg",n,I,
amj increases the body s own healmg powers

and cause nO ,,'de ertec!s"

"no d".comforL PIU5, Uley

top'OVldelJeep, penetratingrellerofpaJrl
re 100% safe

Iherapy. These rleXJblem,
'gnellc sUPDo'lS
Sllmulale blood flOw whIle generallllg heal

paon killers and cosily ll"dilional drug

Here s 011 econOrl1lcal allema\lv

YOUR GUARD AGAINST ALLERGIES
Let outdoor freshness in- even iil the

plull 55. 99 hlpptng and handLing.
08HJ642 Magnetic Knee Support

559. 95 f51"iitallmenl. 01 511. 9gea(:/i)

A. The knee support stabilile!' your
knee while the magnetic held eases
yourdiscomforl- quickly, naturally!

1d 1'

R.'

'\,

MAGNETIC THERAPY

ri c.e

.,

;OO
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Burcau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission

by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
a. Respondent Magnetic Therapeutic Technologies , Inc.

MTT" ) is a Texas corporation with its principal offce or place of
business al 1915 Peters Road , Suite 106 , Irving, Texas.

l.b. Respondent Jim B. Richardson is the majority shareholder
President , Treasurer , and Secretary of the corporatc respondent.
Individually or in concert with others , hc fonnulates , directs , or

controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation. His
principal offce or place of business is the same as that of MTT.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:

Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area , that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. " Clearly and prominently shall mean as follows:
I.

A. In an advertisement communicated through an clectronic
medium (such as television , video , radio , and interactive media such
as the Internet and online services), the disclosure shall be presented
simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the
advertisement. Provided , however , that in any advertisement

presented solely through video or audio means , the disclosure may be
made through the same means in which the ad is presented. The audio

disclosure shall be delivered in a volume and cadence sufficient for
an ordinary consumer to hear and comprehend it. The video
disclosure shall be of a size and shade , and shall appear on the screen
for a duration , suffcient for an ordinary

consumer to read and

comprehend it. In addition to the foregoing, in interactive media the

disclosure shall also be unavoidable and shall be presented prior to
the consumer incurring any financial obligation.
B. In a print advertisement , promotional material , or instructional
manual , the disclosure shall be in a type size and location suffciently
noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it , in
print that contrasts with the background against which it appears. In
multipage documents , the disclosure shall appear on the cover or first
page.
C. On a product label , the disclosure shall be in a type size and
location sufficiently noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and
comprehend it , in print that contrasts with the background against
which it appears.

The disclosure shall be in understandable language and syntax.
Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label.
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3. " Magnelic therapy products shall mean any product that
contains a magnet of any kind purporting to relieve the symptoms of
treat , mitigate , cure , relieve , heal or alleviate any disease or health
condition , including but not limited to Magnetic Sleep Pads , M+
Flexible Magnetic Pads , Magnetic Insoles , Magnetic Knee Support
Magnetic Knee Brace , Magnetic Lumbar Support , Magnetic Wrist
Support , Magnetic Sports Band , Magnetic Ankle Support , Magnetic
Elbow Sleeve , and Magnetic Tennis Elbow Support.
4. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean MTT , its
successors and assigns; Jim B. Richardson , individually and as an

officer of the corporation; and each of the above s

agents

representatives and employees.
5. " Distributor shall mean any purchaser or other transferee of
any product or program covered by this order who acquires product
or program from respondents , with or without valuable consideration

and who sells , or who has sold , such product or program to other
sellers or to consumers , including but not limited to individuals , retail

stores , or catalogs.
6. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. c. 44.

It is ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any

partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including fTanchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of magnetic therapy products in or affecting
commerce , shall not represent , in any manner , exprcssly or by

implication , that such products:

A. Are effective in treating cancer , including lung and breast
cancers , diabetic ulcers , arhritis , or degenerative joint conditions;
B. Lower high blood pressure;
C. Stabilize or increase the T- cell count of HIV patients;
D. Reduce muscle spasms in persons with Multiple Sclerosis;
E. Reduce nerve spasms associated with diabetic neuropathy;
F. Increase bone density, immunity, or circulation; or
G. Are comparable or superior to prescription pain medicine

, "
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unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and

reliable scientific evidence that

substantiates the representation.
II.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any

partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any product or program in or affecting
commerce , shall not represent , in any manner , expressly or by
implication , that the experience represented by any user testimonial
or endorsement of the product or program represents the typical or
ordinary experience of members of the public who use the product or
program , unless:

A. At the time it is made , respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation; or

B. Respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial , either:
I. What the generally expected results would be for users of the
product or program , or
2. The limited applicability of the endorser s experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve , that is , that consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.
For purposes of this Part endorsement " shall mean as defined in 16
CFR 255. 0(b).

It

is

further ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any

partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including franchis ees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any product or program , in or affecting
commerce , shall not make any representation , in any manner
expressly or by implication , about the health benefits , performance
or efficacy of any such product or program , unless , at the time the
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representation is made , respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
IV.

further ordered That:
A. Respondents shall not disseminate to any distributor any

It

is

material containing any representations prohibited by this order.
B. Respondents shall not , directly or indirectly, authorize any
distributor to make any representations prohibited by this order.
C. Within thirt (30) days after service of this order , respondents
shall send by certified mail , return receipt requested , an exact copy of
the notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each distributor with
whom respondents have done business since January I , 1994 , to the
extent that such distributor is known to respondents through a diligent
search of their records , including but not limited to computer fies
sales records , and inventory lists. The mailing shall not include any
other documents.
D. For a period ofthree (3) years following service of this order

respondents shall send by certified mail , return receipt requested , an

exact copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each
distributor with whom respondents do business after the date of
service of this order who has not previously received the notice. Such

notice shall be sent within one (1) week from the first shipment of
respondents ' products or programs to said distributor. The mailing
shall not include any other documents.
E. Respondents shall monitor distributors ' advertising and
promotional activities. In the event that respondents receive any
information that subsequent to receipt of Attachment A pursuant to
subparts C and D of this Part , any distributor is using or
disseminating any advertisement or promotional material or making
any oral statement that contains any representation prohibited by this
order , respondents shall immediately terminate said distributor s right
to market respondents ' products or programs and immediately
provide , by certified mail , all relevant information , including name
address , and telephone number of the company at issue , the nature of
the violation , and any relevant materials used or disseminated , to the
Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Federal Trade
Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
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F. Respondents shall require distributors to submit to respondents

all advertising and promotional materials and claims for any products

or programs covered by this order for approval prior to their
authorize
distributors to disseminate these materials and claims unless they are
in compliance with this order.
dissemination and publication. Respondents shall not

It

is

further ordered That respondent Magnetic Therapeutic

Technologies , Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondent Jim
B. Richardson shall , for five (5) years after the last correspondence to

which they pertain , maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying: copies of all
notification letters sent to distributors

, communications bctween

respondents and distributors referring or relating to the requirements
of Part IV , and any other materials created pursuant to Part IV of this
order.
VI.
It

is

further ordered That respondent Magnetic Therapeutic

Technologies , Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondent Jim

B. Richardson shall ,

for five (5) years

after the last date of

dissemination of any represcntation covered by this order , maintain
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission
for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that wcre relied upon in disseminating the

representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidcnce in their possession or control that contradict , qualifY, or call
into question the representation , or the basis relied upon for the

representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.
VII.

It is further ordered

That respondent Magnetic Therapeutic

Technologies , Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondent Jim

B. Richardson shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and
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- future principals , offcers , directors , and managers , and to all current

and future employees , agents , and representatives having
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order , and
shall secure from each such person a signed and dated statement
acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondents shall deliver this
order to current personnel within thirt (30) days after the date of

service of this order , and to future personnel within thirty (30) days
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities.
VIII.
It

is

further ordered That respondent Magnetic Therapeutic

Technologies , Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondent Jim
B. Richardson shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any change in the corporation(s) that may affect compliance
obligations arising under this order , including but not limited to a
dissolution , assignment , sale , merger, or other action that would result
in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation or

dissolution of a subsidiar, parent , or affiliate that engages in any acts

or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankuptcy
petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. Provided
however , that , with respect to any proposed change in the corporation
about which respondents learn less than thirt (30) days prior to the
date such action is to take place , respondents shall notify the
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge.
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer
Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
IX.
It

is

further ordered That respondent Jim B. Richardson , for a

period of ten (10) years after the date of issuance of this order , shall
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current business
or employment ,

or of his affliation with any new business or

employment. The notice shall include respondent' s new business
address and telephone number and a description of the nature of the
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All

notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer
Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
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It is further ordered

That respondent Magnetic Therapeutic

Technologies , Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondent Jim
B. Richardson , within sixty (60) days aftcr the date of service of this
order , and at such other times as thc Federal Trade Commission may
require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and fonn in which it has complied with this order.
XI.

This order wil terminate on September 7 , 2019 , or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an

accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation
ofthe order , whichever comes later; provided , however , that thc filing
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that tenninates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a dcfendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
tenninated pursuant to this Part.
Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will tenninate according to this Par as though
thc complaint had never been filed , except that the order wiIl not
tenninate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the

deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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ATTACHMENT A

(To

BY CERTIFIED MAIL. RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Be Printed on Magnetic Therapeutic TechnoJogies lnc. Jetterhead)

(dateJ

Dear (distributor s nameJ:'
Magnetic Therapeutic Technologies , Inc. recently settled a civil dispute
with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the State of Texas involving
advertising claims for the magnetic therapy products that we sell. As a part
of the settlement , we must make sure that you comply with the FTC order.

Our settlements with the FTC and the State of Tcxas prohibit us from
making unsubstantiated written and oral claims in promoting health-related
products or programs. In addition , the FTC requires us to review and
approve all advertising and promotional materials and claims used by our
distributors prior to their dissemination to ensure compliance with the FTC
settlement. Weare also required to monitor our distributors ' marketing and
promotional activities , terminate those distributors who refuse to comply
with the FTC settlement , and inform the FTC of their activities. Therefore
please send us all promotional and marketing materials and oral representations you intend to disseminate for approval before disseminating them in

promoting our products.

We request your assistance by asking you NOT to use , rely on or
distribute any advertising or promotional materials containing unsubstantiated claims and NOT to make unsubstantiated oral representations.
Please also notify any of your retail or wholesale customers to do the same.

Although we do not admit that the FTC's allegations are true , we have
agreed to send this letter as a part of our settlement with the FTC.

Thank you very much for your assistance

Jim B. Richardson
President
Magnetic Therapeutic Technologies , Inc.

Distributor " shall mean any purchaser or other transferee of any product or program covered
by this order who acquires product or program from respondents , with or without valuable

consideration , and who sells , or who ha. sold , such product or program to other sellers or to consumers
including but not limited to individuals , retail stores , or catalogs.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

PAIN STOPS HERE! INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLAT10N OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
ACT
Docket C- 3898.
This consent order ,

Complaint,

Sept.

1999-- Decision ,

Sept.

, 1999

among other things , prohibits Pain Stops Here! Inc. and its

officer , the promoters and distributors of magnetic therapy products , ITom
representing that such products are effective in treating various medical conditions
and ilnesses unless the respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable
scientific evidence that substantiates the representation. The consent order also

prohibits the respondents from representing that the experience presented in user
testimonial or endorsement represents the typical or ordinary experience
of the user
of the product or program unless: it is substantiated;
or certain
disclosures are made.
In addition , the consent order prohibits any unsubstantiated claims regarding the
health benefits , performance , safety, or efficacy of any such product or program.

Participants
For the Commission:

Christa Vecchi,

Richard Cleland

and

Dean

Graybil.
For the respondents:

Pro se.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Pain Stops Here ! Inc. and Sande R. Caplin , individually and as an

officer of the corporation , have violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission that this
proceeding is in the public intercst , alleges:

l.a. Respondent Pain Stops Here! , Inc. ("PSH" ) is a New York
corporation' with its principal office or place of business at 100 Fox
Hill Drive , Baiting Hollow , NY.
l.b. Respondent Sande R. Caplin , is the President and majority
shareholder of the corporate respondent. He fonnulates , directs , and
controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent , including
the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His principal office
or place of business is Ihe same as that of the corporate respondent.
2. Respondents have promoted , offered for sale , sold , and

distributed to the public magnetic therapy products. Therapeutic
magnets are " devices " within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of

the Federal Trade Commission Act.

,,,
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3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be

disseminated advertisements or promotional materials for magnetic
therapy products , including but not necessarily limited to the attached
Exhibits A through D. These advertisements and promotional
materials contain the following statements:
Magnetized Water
Magnet Therapy is being more researched each day. Soon it will be a therapy
of choice (. J Dr. Kenneth McLean , M. , after spending many years helping people
with magnet therapy, especially his cancer patients , confessed: " I can t say anything
A.

officially but let us face it; this treatment is a Godsend. It' s

good for almost

anything. " Magnets and Magnetized Water are the two hands of magnet therapy;
they compliment each other.

NORTH POLE MAGNETIZED WATER
This water is recommended in cases of infectious diseases , urinary infection
and gastric ulcers. Also for dysentery and diarrhea as it slows down peristaltic
movements. Dr. N. Bengali recommends it in cancerous conditions.
North pole magnetized water has a healing effect on skin ulcers such as bed
sores. Bed sores washed daily with the water heal faster. When applied once daily
over two weeks , the condition has been found not to reoccur.
SOUTH POLE MAGNETIZED WATER
South pole water encourages growth activity in plants. Plants have been found
to grow 20 to 40 percent faster when irrigated with this water. The water should be
applied at the roots. Enthusiastic farmers have reported giant- size produce.

BI- POLAR (NORTH AND SOUTH) MAGNETIZED WATER

This simple treatment was very effective in breaking up kidney and gallbladder
stones into small enough particles to be passed through urine without any pain or
danger to the patient. (TJhe water also prevented further formation of stones (inJ
the kidneys and gallbladder.

Similarly to the way magnetized water dissolves the settled salts on the walls
of boilers and radiators , so it has been reported to help unclog the arteries and veins
of deposits of cholesterol and salts and nonnalize the circulatory system.

(Exhibit A , PHS000032- 33J(Consumer BrochureJ
B. EXPERT OPINIONS
Dr. Philpott states that negative magnetic energy is capable of filling indented skin

where a tumor has been. He also reports that no scar tissue wil form where a

***
**.

***************
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cancerous tumor is neutralized by North pole magnetic energy. The same magnetic
energy field eliminates scar tissue fonnation wh en a cut heals.

Dr. Philpott postulates that when a negative magnetic field is applied to a diseased
internal organ , such as the liver , a three month application
of negative
energy may
be required to cure the disease. An additional three month application may be
required to repair the organ. His advice is to ensure that the magnet being used is
larger than the lesion being treated and that sustained treatment with negative

energy from a pennanent magnet be applied.
In Dr. Nakagawa s classic study, Magnetic Deficiency Syndrome , he outlined that
lack of magnetism may cause stress , mental disorders , headaches , arthritis , muscle
pain , osteoporosis , chronic fatigue , allergies , insomnia , inflammation , circulatory

problems , bowel disorders and other degenerative problems afficting people today.
Universal cure-all In the search for a universal cure-all , none fit (sicJ the
description nearly as well as magnetic energy therapy.
Because it potentates the body s free radical scavenger and antioxidant system
magnetotherapy is reported to be valuable in counteracting degenerative processes
causing heart and circulatory disease , arthritis and auto- immune ilness , as well as
nemo- degenerative and allergic affictions. Drinking magnetic water is said to
impart many similar benefits.

Nighttime magnetic field therapy has a calming and sleep inducing effect on the
brain and body due to stimulating production
of melatonin an anti-stressful , antiaging and anti- infections honnone.

(Exhibit B , PSH000035- 38J(Consumer BrochureJ
Stops Here

C. The Pain

If You Suffer From..
Knee Pain
Arthritis
Shoulder Pain

Neck Pain
Bursitis

Gout
Back Pain
Sciatica
Tennis Elbow
Soorts Iniuries

Biomagnetic Therapy has proven to be one (of) the most Economical and Effective
of the many Aches and Pains
of the competitive Horse. The
MAGNETIC FORCE" Products has (sic J been designed to fit most animals for the
Trealmentof ARTHRTIS , BURSITS , TENDONITIS (sic), SPRAINS , STRAINS
SCIATICA , LAMENESS , NAVICULAR and Foot Growth Problems.

means in the Treatment

With over25 years

of diligent

research and testing, magnets have been used on both

humans and animals , and thousands have had remarkable results as to the

effectiveness in alleviating pain and initiating the healing process.

***
**
** ** *
*
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A Brief Explanation of How Ma2nctic Therapv Works:
Magnetic therapy products enable you to safely and economically treat the human
and animal bodies ' many aches and painful conditions without the use of injections
salves and drugs. Clinical tests have proven that when magnets are applied to the
painful areas of the body a favorable reaction takes place. Neodymium rare earth
energizes and

magnets deeply penetrate the flesh and create a magnetic field that
oxygenates

the blood , especially the white corpuscles which are the body s natmal

healing agent. The charged ion particles in the blood are moved about , creating
heat. This constant heat helps increase blood flow , which helps to ease body pain
and enables the body to perform its natural healing process. Magnetic therapy is
and the Neodymium rare earth magnets are
safe , non invasive , non addictive
pennanent and can be used over and over.

Do Mae:nets Really Work?:
Throughout

Eastern cultures , magnetism has been used for centuries , as many have

been aware ofthe beneficial effects of magnets on the body. Magnetic therapy has
now finally come to America. The cost of staying healthy and pain free has become
so expensive that the American public clamored for an alternative therapy that
would release them
ITom
the addiction of PAIN KILLER PILLS , needles , salves
and restore their body s health.
If you suffer ITom back pain (ITom injury, chronic pain , etc. ), our Magnetic Force
therapeutic Back Band is a must.

Great for easing chronic back pain

If you suffer ITom back pain (ITom injury,
Magnetic Force

therapeutic Seat Pad

is

chronic

pain ,

etc. ), our

a must.

Great for casing chronic back pain
Increases blood flow and oxygen flow to the back area

(Exhibit C , at PSH000051 , PSH000052 , PSH000057 , PSH000062 &
PSH00008 I J (Internet AdJ

D. " MAGNETIC SLEEP PAD"
The high energy magnets within the Sleep Pads oxygenate the blood cells , stimulate
production oflhe honnone Melatonin which is a natural relaxant and sleep aid.

(Exhibit D , PSHOOOOlOJ (Consumer BrochureJ

5. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that:
A. Water magnetized by respondents '

treatment of cancer.

product is effective in the
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B. Respondents '

magnetic products cure liver disease and other
diseased internal organs.
C. Water magnetized by respondents '

product is effective in the

reduction of cholesterol deposits in the

arteries and veins and

normalizing the circulatory system.

D. Water magnetized by respondents ' product is effective in
breaking up kidney and gallbladder stones and in the prevention of
further formation of stones.
E. Water magnetized by respondents '

product is effective in the

mitigation and treatment of infectious diseases , urinary infection
gastric ulcers , dysentery, diarrhea , skin ulcers , and bed sores.
F. Respondents ' magnetic products prevent or reverse heart
disease , circulatory disease , arthritis , auto- immune ilness , neurodegenerative disease ,

and allergies.

G. Respondents ' magnetic products are effective in the mitigation
and treatment of arthritis , bursitis , tendinitis , sprains , strains , sciatica
lameness , navicular , and foot growth problems in animals.
H. Respondents ' magnetic sleep pads significantly stimulate the
body s production of the hormone Melatonin.
I. Respondents ' magnetic products are effective in the mitigation
and treatment of pain caused by conditions such as arthritis , bursitis
and sciatica.
1. Water magnetized by respondents '

product is effective in
stimulating significant growth in plants causing them to grow 20 to
40 percent faster than those watered by water not magnetized by
respondents ' product.
6. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented ,

expressly or by implication , that they possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
set forth in paragraph five , at the time the representations were made.
7. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph five , at the time the representations were made. Therefore
the representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is , false or
misleading.
8. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that studies prove that
respondents ' magnetic products are effective in the mitigation and
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treatment of pain caused by conditions such as arhritis , bursitis , and
sciatica.

9. In truth and in fact , studies do not prove that respondents
magnetic products are effective in the mitigation and treatment of
pain caused by conditions such as arthritis , bursitis , and sciatica.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph eight was , and is
false or misleading.
10. The acts and practices of respondents , as alleged in this
complaint , constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the

making of false advertisements ,

in or affecting commerce , in

violation of Sections Sea) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
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THE MAGETC

FalCEEXPERT OPrNlONS
Bodv Electric Dr. Roben Becker observed that an injury site registers
South- positive immediately It changes to Nonh- negative during the healing process
indicating that a North- negative field promotes healing.
In his book,The

Cancer
Dr. Willam Philpott explains the pH faclor and the c.!cium factor in his book.

The MallnelidOxVI:en Answer
Reduced ionized calcium plays a major role as a common denominator in

degenerative disease. in addition to acidosis. Rc:uced ionized cacium is not
necessarily related 10 a lack of calcium in the diet It is more likely related to
reactions to environmental pollutants that cause an acid response in the body. He
states that calcium and Dlher minerals can only remain in a soluble slate in the
pr(.ence of an alkaline medium. In acid mediums they become soluble
Negative magnetic fields oxygenate and aJkaJize by aiding the body s defense against
bacteria. fungi , and parasites , all of which thrive in an acid medium. In degenerative
diseaes , c.lcium is found deposited around inflamed joints , bruised areas on the heel
and in bones and kidney stones. Infections occur because they function well in an
acidic . oxygen deficient state

A negative magnetic field combats inflammation and infectio!1 aId enables the body
to resolve troublesome calcium and mineral deposits.
A negative magnetic field is effective i!1 relieving pain due 10 its oxygenation and
a!kalinizing action
A negative magnetic field enhances deep restorative sleep The pineal gland

producesmelalOnininlhepresenceofanegalivemagnelicfieJd
Oxygen and water arc paramagnelic and can car

a magnetic

field 10 all paris oflhe

body through blood circulation

Dr. Phi!pon stales that negative magnetic energy is capable offllJing indented skin where
a tumor has been, He also reports that no scar tissue will form where a cancerous tumor

is neutralized by North pole magnetic energy The same magnetic energy field eliminates
scar tissue formationwhenacut heals
PSH 000035
EXHIBIT R
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. Philpolt ' sjil1dings support Dr J Bischko 's s/udies ai/he Ludwig Bolr:mann Clinic
Aus/fla. Dr . Bischko used b!polar magllellc pad\

in Vienna ,

, Philpott postulates thai when a negative magnetic field is applied to a diseased
imernal organ , such as the liver , a thee month application of negative energy may be
required to cure the disease. An additional three month application may be required to

repair the organ. His advice is to ensun: that the magnet being used is larger than the
lesion being treated and that sustained treatment with negative energy from a pennaneot
magnet be applied

, K. Nakagawa s study, Mal.ne!ic Field DeficiencY Syndrome , states the human body
is under the influence of the earth' s magnetic field and is keeping some sort of a balanced
relationship with it. However , under modem day living conditions , the effec ofmis
magnetic field has decreased Consequently, in some situations we ca assume that this
lack of magnetism ha caused some abnormalities. By applying a magnetic field on the

human body to supplement this deficiency, such abnorml conditions can be improved
In other words , there is a direct relationship betwetn the decrease in the earh' s magnetic
field on the human body and , the improvement of abnormal conditions by the application
of magnetic fields.

NASA reported the early astronauts suffered from a magnetic field deficiency while
orbiting in space away from the eanh' s magnetic field. This caused some serious
medica! problems including a rapid loss in bone density. This deficiency was corrected
by providing an anficial magnetic field i the spacecraft
ReseMch by Dr. 1. Bischko and Dr. Peter Kokoshinegg at the Ludwig Boltzmann
Acupuncture Institute , and the Institute of Biophysics and Ray- Research in Vienna,

Austria, indicated the fonowing: Sca tissue brr:rn down and new skin forms when an
altemating field magnetic pad is applied
TDK lndustries of Japan carried out three important studies where magnetic necklaces
were tested to find their effectiveness in treating stiff shoulders. The conclusion was that
magnetic necklaces effectively reduced discomfort in 81. 1% to 96 3% of subjects No
noticeable side effects were found in respect to the clinical examination results

(Magneticnecklacesproducealtematingpoleenergy)
Dr. Ken Wiancko MD , wrote an anic!e ( Health Naturallv , April 1996) that stated

Though they seem magical in their ability to heal , magnets are not magic. Their
function is very simple. Magnetotherapy helps the body to regain ils self- healing
electromagnetic balance naturally because each organ and each cel! of every org;;n in the
body is influenced by electromagnetism Cell regulation , tissue function and life are
conlTolledbyeleclromagneticcurrenls

PSH 000036
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In Dr. Nakagawa s classic study, Magnetic Deflcicr1cy Syndrome . he outlined that lack of
magnetism may cause stress. mental disorders , headaches , anhrlis , muscle pain.
osteoporosis , chronic fatigue , allergies , insomnia , inflammation , circu!alOry problems
bowel disorders and other degenerative problems afficting people today. Universal cureail') In the search for a universal cure- all , none fit the description nearly as weU as
magnetic energy therapy. The application of magnets has given proven pain reiiefin
seven out often users , as good as or better than " orthodox " medicine. MagnctO!herapy is
far less c:opensive and lacks the dangerous side effects often associated with prescription
drugs. Treatment with magnets is not addictive and does not interfere with other
therapies , but should nOl be used if a pacemaker or defibrillator is worn.

Researchers have stated that magnetic field therapy rebalances altered metabolic
functions that cause pain. edema (tissue swelling), excess acid in the tissues , and lack of
mcygerJ irJ the celis. thereby initiating tissue healing and pain relief Skin calcification,
the cause of skin aging and 'Minkes . disappears. Joint mobility increases and muscles
become more flexible. Digestion improves , prostates shrnk and kidneys e!iminate body
waStes more effC!tively. Mental function increases , energy levels go up and sleep is
better. Test have everJ shown that orga.sms placed under a magnetic field live longer
Because it potentates the body s free radical scavenger and antioxidant system.

magnetotherapy is reported to be valuable in counteracting degenerative processes
causing hean and circulatory disease, arthritis and auto- immune illness , as we!! as neurodegenerative and allergic affictions. Drinking magnetic water is said to impart many
similar benefits. Wearng back. neck or joint supports with pennanent magnets imbedded
in the material ofterJ relieves painful conditions

Treatment of discomfort from strains and arhritis with low fiequency, pulsating magnetic
fields created by tiny portable devices may be as effective as larger ultrasound urJits.
Stress causes hundreds of.diseases but can be tempered by using magnets day or night
Nighttime magnetic field ther.py has a calming and sleep irJducing efTeet on the brain
and body due to stimulating production of melatonin , an anti-stressful . anti- aging and
anti- infections hormone. Sleeping on magnetic malless pads can improve of quality of
sleep and eliminate momingstiffness.
MagnetOlherapy may often be used as a first line treatment for pain and to promOle
healing, nOlIO suggest that there is no place for standard prescription drugs Many
disuessingconditions yield to magnetics. but if magnets don t help. it simponantthat
you visit yourdoc!Or

Dr. Ulrich Warnke: Magnetic energy has a beneficial effect on blood circulation , lymph
now , hormone prOdUC1ion , nerves and muscles

PSH 000037
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Dr Evelyne Holzapfel The application or"a magnetic field has the virtues of simplicity,
freedom from danger alld IOWCOSI.

Dr. Madeleine F Bamolhy: The magnetic fic1d wi!! develop into a powerfl new anaJytic
and therapeUlic 1001 of medicine
Dr. Kenneth S. 1\1cLeal1 This treatment (magnetic rherapy) is a godsend. It s good for

a!mosteveryhing
Dr Raph U. Sierra: We now stand on the verge of a great new age in magnetic science
and its applications - a tool that has been provided by Mother Nattre herself.
Neville S. Benga!i MD: The astounding results obtained through magnet therapy give it a
pla!;e of considerable importance in the fle!d of therapeutics.
Dr. lB. Baron MD: This is a revolution in the therapy of muscle injuries , joint pain. and
po!iure problems We have treated 4 000 patients with whiplash injuries by means of the
magnel and cured 80 percent oftheni
The First Congress in Magnetotherapy organized by the Coghll Reseach Laboratories
waS held at the Royal Society of Medicine in London , England , in May 1996 . The

proceeings introduced over 50 studies and research repons on magnetic therapies, the
majority of which were very positive- For e xamp!e , three doctors frm Croatia published
an oumanding report outlining the treatment of 1261 patients in a rehabilitation hospim!

usingPW therapy
Eastern Bloc countries have traditiona!Iy researched magnetic therapy much more
vigorously than the West. Many oflhe studies presented at the First Congress in
Magnetotherapy originated in countries where magnetic therapy was seen as an
economical option 10 drug therapy

This aJic!e wa, reprimed from HIE INVISIBLE FORCE , Fred Rinker C.M.TA

THE MAETC

F(fCE"
Pain SlOps Here! Inc.. 100 FOI Hill Drive. Baiting Hollow. NY 11933 Tel/j 1- 888- 933- 6400
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nofO",
The mas/natural

therapy you can give
your hoes. No pills no
salves , no needles.
The High

en Magnts

deeply petrate to
Oxygente the blo and

Knee
Wrap

perit the Hore to be

pain free and healed
in faster time than
The "Magntic
Can only help

usl.

For

impre

Shin
rap
Bell
Bool

your Horse.

Biamagnelit Therapy has proven to be one the most Economical and Effective means in the Treatment ollhe
many Aches and Pains of b1e competiive Horn. The " MAGNETIC FORCE "" Products has been designed to
li mosl animals for the Treatment of ARTHRmS , BURSITS , TENDONITS , SPRAINS , STRAINS , SCIATICA
LAMENESS , NAVICUlA and Fool Growth Problem$.
PSH 000052
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WELCOME TO THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF MAGNETIC
THERAPY

Cllck on the Area that Ails YO

for Complete Product Descriptions an
Secure On- line

Orderinq

a'n.
Magnets have been used for
centuries to relieve pains of
Arthritis , Sciatica , Tendonitis
Headaches , Back & Neck Pain , and
many other ailments.
Pain Stops Here!

with

3,;ii- r",Mi3Eioo,;3011a
G,- 2\31

'J"'

ilOO'!lp.

The Magnetic Foree

With over 25 years of diligent
research and testing, magnets
have been used on both humans
and animals , and thousands have

had remarkable results as to the
effectiveness in alleviating pain and
initiating the healing processes.
ck Her ffYol!

ave Ouestion5 or For

Additional InfQ nngtiQfI

YISA

I?SH 000057

I(Pain Stops Here! file. 1997
100 Fox Hil Dr.
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Baiting Hollow, NY 11933
(888)- 933- 6400
FAX: 1- 516-369- 4107
Use Netscape 2. 0 or higher for besr results

Designed and Hosted by Ncrave (ommunicarions
I,..
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Rare Earth Magnets For the Relief of Pain:
Rare earth magnets such as Neodymium- Iron- Boron have permanent magnetic capabilities and
are fllr more advanced Ihan rubber and plastic magnets. Their characteristics and properties are
stronger aDd very distinctive. Neodymium introduced a whole Dew era to the magnetic therapy

field in the treatment and management of body pain. With its permeance, high energy and depth of
penetration , Neodymium leads the field of magnetism in pain therapy. Due to its power,
Nrodymium permits II much smaUer and more manageable magnet to be applied to the part orthe

body requiring magnetic energy. Research has proven that Neoymium magnets gel faster
therapeutic results than plasti and rubber magnets

ten time larger

ill si7.e.

A Brief Explanation of How Magnetic Thcrapy Works:
onomically treat the humall and aoimal
tioru, salves and drugs. Clinical
tests have proveo thai when magnels are applied to tbe painful areas or the hody a favorable
Maglletic therapy producl' enable you to safely and

bodies ' maoy aches and paioful cooditions without the use of ioj

reaction takes place. Neodymium rare earth magnel' deeply penetrate tbe flesb and create a
magnetic field thai energizes and oxygenates tbe hlood , espedally tbe wbite corpuscles which are
tbe body s olltural healillg ageDt. Tbe charged ion particles in the hlood are moved about , creating
heat. Tbis constant heat bell's increase blood flow , which helps 10 ease body pain and eoables the
hody to perform its natural healing process. Magnetic therapy is safe, non invasive, non addicttve
and the "' eodymium rare earth magnets are permanent and can be used over and over.

Do Magnets Really Work?:
Throughout Eastern cultures, magDetism has ben used for centuries , as many have been aware of
the beneficial effects of magnets on the body. Magnetic therapy has now finally come to America.
The cost of staying healthy and pam free has become so expensive that the Americao public
clamored for an alternative therapy that would release them from the addiction of pAl' KILER
PILLS , needles , salves alld restore their body s health.

About the Users of Magnets:

PSH 000062

People from all walk. of life use magnets for " Pain Therapy. " In the May 1997 issue ofa
worldwide sports magazine several Senior Pro Tour Golfen said " They re great. Without Ihem
you d have 20 guys who couldn t play. " Seniors, who want long drives and longevity, lape magnets
to their bodies. Several golfers wear magnets in their shoes to soothe aching feet. Many sleep on
magnetic mattress pads. Olher golfers who have ben off the lour for months al 9 lime due to aches
EXHIBIT C
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aDd pains are now playing on a weekly bas and wear magnets all over their bodies! Many
athlel in health clubs are seeD wearing magnetic therapy products
Athletes areD t the only peple to wear magnets. Our company, Pain Stops Here!inc. bas

hundreds oCwritten testimonials from people from all walks of life tbanking us for the wonderful
results that tbey have gotten from tbe use of magnets!
Click Below for our COffolete line of
Bioma netic Tberanv Products.

VISA

fQPain Stops Here,' lflc. 1997
100 Fox Hil Dr.

Baitng Hollow, NY / 1933

(888)- 933- 6400
516- 369- 4107

Use NelKope 2. 0 or higher for best re.nlils
Designed and lIosted by Nawave Communications

PSH 000063
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Welcome to the wonderful world of Magnetic Therapy

ONLIN. If yoo suffer

Products to order SECURELY

from back pain (from injury, chronic pain , etc. ), our
\lu.glle/ic Forn!'"
therapeutic Seat Pad is a must. It is as
comfortable and affordable as it is usdul aod practical.
Bring it lothe offce, or use it at bomcorin the car.

Magnetic Fo(ctltn Set Pad Model:

SP- JJ3

. Great for easingcbronic back pain
. 50 Ceramic Magnets are used, aod

williasl for years
a soft, clotb material
Strap for securing 10 car seat or chair

. Magoetsarecncased in
. Coovenient Stretch

. Helps alleviate back pain caused by driving

. Increases blood flow ao d

oxygen flow 10 the hack area

. DimensioDs:

o SP- J33 16" X 32"

Magnetic Seat Pad - SP- J33

- Orly $73. 00(US)

Press the " Magnetize Me " Button Below to begin
placing your
SECURE
ONLINE order.
333 fDr S 7 3.

, Mag etize Me

Click Below for our Comvlete lioe of
Biomae:netic Theravv Products

PSH 000081
EXHI BIT C
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Welcome to the wonderful world
Products to orderSECURELf

DC Magnetic Therapy
ONLINE. If you suffer

from depression or sluggishnes. our

Magnetic Forct/'"

therapeutic Sleep Pad is a must. It is as comfortable and
affordable 11.' it is useful and practical

J/lignetic Forctl'"Sleep

Pad Model:

SP- IOI

. Rejuvenates and energize
. Quality Ceramic magnets are used , and wil last for years
. 66 quality ceramic magnets are used throughout the pad
. Get II great night's

sleep aod wake up energized!

. Dimensions: 24" X 36"

MagnetIc Sleep Pad - SP- I01
Press the " Magnetize
placing your

- Only

S8400nJS)

Me " Button Below to begin

SECURE

ONLIN order.

Magrtetize Me

CLick Below for our ComDlde line of
Biomae:netic TheraDv Products.

PSH 000082
EXHIBIT C
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THE MAGNETIC

F (lCETM
You have selected KN401 for $165. 00 Ipair , Magetic Knee Pads.
Quantity: I pair
fhis _ire is now SECURE! You may place your Credit Card order SECUREL Y ON
priot out the Order Verifcation Page which will follow , to fax directly to U!.

LIN , or

Please note thai there is a $5. 00 (US) Shipping Dnd Handling Fee added to each order.

Ship To:
Please fill out tlie following information/or the person you are sending this item to.

First Name:
Middle Name:
Last Name;
Company Name:
Street Address:

Apt Numer:
City:
State or Province:

Zip:
Coun try :

Phone:

Customer Information:
As per your credit card company s informatjolL

PSH 000083

First Name:
EXHIBIT C
IO/:\1979. 1JM\
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Middle Name;
Last Name:

Your Address:
Apt. Numer:

City:
State or Province:

Zip:
Country :
Home Phone:

Work Phone:
E-Mail Address:
Credi t Card: VISA

CA

HOLDER NAM:
CREDIT
NUER:
CREDIT CAR EXPIRATION:

\Ven you have completely fIled out the above form , please click bere 10 processlverify your
order:
Process Order

Disclainwr
Pair! Stops Here: '

Inc makes no claims or guarantees as 10 the effectiveness ofmagneLs for healing or

pain easing, except as to the experience we have had in researching, and tbe results of the magnetic

efTects on many persons using magnets in this country and around the world. Magnets are not intented 10
replace any therapy, instructions or prescriptions presribed by your doctor or other medical professional

Please note that magnets should not be used if you are wearing a pacemaker or electrical implants of any
kind . Keep magnets away from computers , computer disks , video tapes and other magnetic
media(including but not limited to credit card and ATM/ebi! cards). For serious injuries or illness , it is
always best to consult your physician!

PSH 000084

EXHIBIT C
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THE MAGNETIC

F ClCEYM
Quickly fil out the Following fields , and we will contact you with more information on
our Exciting Magnetic Therapy Distrbutor Program. It s as easy as that!

First Name:
Last Name:
Company Name:
Street Address:
Apt Number:

City:
State or Provi

Zip:
Country:

ce:

Phone:

E-Mail Address:
Sub it Information

PSH 000085
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T1 MAC

FIRCEMAGNETIC SLEEP PAD"
$84. 00(S.,01)
U Get A Reined Nights
"" Wake Up En rgized '

.. Helps To - Eae
.. Helps Pro mote

Slp

Mmdlt.h
Slee

.... HelpsToRcduc:"
u Enb8nce! 'Bo

dy Heallg

.. 24" X 36'" "'.. Contains 66 Ceramic

8gDet!

The Magnetic Sleep Pads are mauufactured La help PROMOTE SL.EEP.
REDllQ;STRESS, EASE PAINS, E HANCE UODYHEALIN
LNESS BACK INTO ..ypUR DODY, :l1lc high . rgy

ithil\ the Sleep Pads - oxygenate the _ blood - cells , sriin;'sLe
rdaxallfa
aid. Magnetic Therapy as used all over the world for ceuturies is 8.A.wn
agne1S

J,Ptodu

ij of the hormOlie Mela1onii ",'lich is a);aCurnl '

tlu:rapy for the many aches ami poill!! wilhin humans and animals. You' have

lhe asuIance that there ace 110
Magnets as applieu to the I-

side. effects wili the use of Pei

Iullan aud Animal body.

ent

iASkabout our other MAGNlll IC TIIERAPY PROOUCTSlt

MAGNI'TIC TIIERAI'Y liAS COME OF AGE"

PAIN STOPS HEREIINC.
1O0 FOX HILL DRIVE
UAITING HOLLOW , NY 11933
I (888) 933- 6400

Distributed By:
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.. Sit in Relaxed Comfort for Extended Periods
to Relieve Pain

.. Feel Mo.-e Energied... Helps

$73.
(fuIlJ6" xJ2"
Sf'. JJJ

$36.
(Sen! 16"

;( I(n

SP-4?5

.... Contains Ceramic Magnets
.. 2 Siz A vail ble

". Soft Terr Goth Cushion
.. Convenient Strp Included

.. Ligbtweight & Portble
U Helps You Rein
"".o

Our Magetic Seat & Back Cushion is great for anyone who
for long periods of time. You wil feel more relaxe

sits

comfortable. The seat cushion can be used anywhere. Soft terr

cloth fabric is hand washable with mild snap and water & then au

dr. Full cushion conta 50 magets and the seat cushion
contains 25. magets. Our Seat Cushion can fje used ' in
automobiles , boats , offce and home.... anywhere!!
wrong... feel more relaxed.

You can t go

PAIN STOPS HEREIINC.
100 FOX HIL DRIV
BAITING HOLLOW, NY 11933
HE MAETIC

FIRCE-

1 (888) 933 400

PSH 00001'
Distrbuted By;
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices ofthc respondents named in the caption
hcreof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Burcau of Consumer Protection
proposed to prescnt to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order ,

an

admission by the respondents of al1 the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondcnts that the law has been violated as al1eged in
such complaint , or that the facts as al1eged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are truc , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rulcs; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the fol1owing jurisdictional
findings and enters the fol1owing order:

1.a. Respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. ("PSH" ) is a New York

corporation with its principal office or place of business at 100 Fox
Hil1 Drive , Baiting Hol1ow , N.

1.b. Respondent Sande R. Caplin is the President and majority
shareholdcr of the corporate respondent. Individual1y or in concert
he formulates , directs , or controls thc policies , acts , or

with others ,

practices of the corporation. His principal office or place of business
is thc same as that of PSH.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes ofthis order , the following definitions shall apply:

Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area , that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. " Magnetic therapy products shall mean any product that
contains a magnet of any kind purporting to relieve the symptoms of
treat , mitigate , cure , relieve , heal or alleviate any disease or health
condition , including but not limited to Magnetized Water Ceramic
Magnetic Ring, Sleep Pad , Seat Pad , Pillow Insert , Thigh Band , TMJ
Band , Wrist Band , Back Band , Ankle Band , Calf Band , Eyemask
Arm Band , Knee Band , Neodymium Magnets , Soft Magnetic Pad
and Neck Band.
3. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean PSH , its
successors and assigns; Sande R. Caplin , individually and as an offcer
of the corporation; and each of the above s agents , representatives and
I.

employees.
4. " Distribulor shall mean any purchaser or other transferee of
any product covered by this order who acquires product from

respondents , with or without valuable consideration , and who sells

or who has sold , such product to other sellers or to consumers
including but not limited to individuals , retail stores, or catalogs.
5. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , IS U. c. 44.

It is ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any

partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of magnetic therapy products in or affecting
commerce , shall not represent , in any manner , expressly or by

implication , that such products:
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A. Are effective in the treatment of cancer;
B. Cure liver disease or other diseased internal organs;
C. Are effective in the reduction of cholesterol deposits in the
arteries and veins or nonnalizing the circulatory system;
D. Are effective in breaking up kidney or gallbladder stones or
in the prevention offurther fonnation of stones;
E. Are

effective in the mitigation or treatment of infectious

diseases , urinary infection , gastric ulcers, dysentery, diarrhea , skin
ulcers , or bed sores;
F. Prevent or reverse heart disease , circulatory disease , arthritis
auto- immune illness , neuro- degenerative disease , or allergies;
G. Are effective in the mitigation or treatment of arthritis , bursitis
tendinitis , sprains , strains , sciatica , lameness , navicular , and foot
growth problems in animals;
H. Stimulate the body s production of the hormone Melatonin;
I. Are effective in the mitigation or treatment of pain caused by
conditions such as arthritis , bursitis , and sciatica; or
J. Are effective in stimulating significant growth in plants
unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and

reliable scientific evidence that

substantiates the representation.
II.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any

parnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or ' distribution of any product or program in or affecting
commerce , shall not misrepresent , in any manner , expressly or by
implication , the existence , contents , validity, results , conclusions , or
interpretations of any test , study, or research.

It

is

further ordered That respondents , directly or through any

partnership, corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any product or program , in or affecting
commerce , shall not make any representation , in any manner

PAIN STOPS HERE' INC , ET AL.
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expressly or by implication , about the performance , safety, effcacy,
or health benefits of any such product or program , unless , at the time

the representation is made , respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.
IV.

It is further ordered That:

A. Respondents shall not disseminate to any distributor any
material containing any representations prohibited by this order.
B. Respondents shall not , directly or indirectly, authorize any
distributor to make any representations prohibited by this order.
C. Within thirt (60) days after service of this order , respondents
shall send by first class mail an exact copy of the notice attached
hereto as Attachment A to each distributor with whom respondents
have done business since January I ,

1998 ,

to the extent that such

distributor is known to respondents through a diligent search of their
records , including but not limited to computer fies , sales records , and
inventory lists. The mailing shall not include any other documents.
Respondents shall requirc each distributor to execute and return the
original of the letter as a condition of remaining or once again
becoming a distributor of Pain Stops Here! Inc.
D. For a period of three (3) years following service of this order
respondents shall send by first class mail an exact copy of the notice

attached hereto as Attachment A to each distributor with whom
respondents do business after the date of service of this order who has
not previously received the notice. Such notice shall be sent within

one (I) week from the first shipment

of respondents '

product or
program to said distributor. The mailing shall not include any other
documents. Respondents shall require each distributor to execute and

return the original of the letter as a condition of remaining or
becoming a distributor of Pain Stops Here! Inc.
E. Respondents shall use reasonable efforts to monitor

distributors ' advertising and promotional activities. In the event that
respondents receive any information that , subsequent to receipt of
Attachment A pursuant to subparts C and D of this Part , any
distributor is using or disseminating any advertisement or
promotional material or making any oral statement that contains any
representation prohibited by this order , respondents shall immediately
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tenninate said distributor s right to market respondents ' product or
program and immediately provide , by certified mail , all relevant

infonnation , including name , address , and telephone number of the
company at issue , the nature of the violation , and any relevant
materials used or disseminated , to the Associate Director , Division of
Enforcement , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
F. Respondents shall require distributors to submit to respondents

all advertising and promotional matcrials and claims for any product
or program covered by this order for review prior to their
dissemination and publication. Respondents shall not authorize
distributors to disseminate these materials and claims unless they are
in compliance with this order.
Respondents may also comply with the obligations set forth above
in this subpar by:

(I) Disseminating marketing material(s) that contain representations not prohibited by this order to distributors; and
(2) Requiring these distributors to submit for review all

advertising and promotional materials for a particular product or
program covered by this order that contain representations that are not

substantially similar to the representations for the same product or
program contained in the advertising and promotional material(s)

most recently forwarded to the distributors by respondents.

It
is
furlher ordered That respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. and
its successors and assigns , and respondent Sande R. Caplin shall , for

five (5) years after the last correspondence to which they pertain
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying all notification letters sent to
distributors , communications bctween respondents and distributors
referring or relating to the requirements of Part IV , and any other
materials created pursuant to Part IV of this order.
VI.

It isfurther ordered That respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. and
its successors and assigns , and respondent Sande R. Caplin shall , for
five (5) years after the last datc of dissemination of any representation

covered by this order , maintain and upon request make available to
the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying:
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A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the

representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question the representation

, or the basis relied upon for the

representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.
VII.

It is further ordered That respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. and
its successors and assigns , and rcspondent Sande R. Caplin shall
deliver a copy of this order to all current and future principals
officers , directors , and managers , and to all current and future
employees , agents , and representatives having responsibilities with
respect to the subject matter of this order , and shall secure from each

such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of
the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order , and to

future personnel within thirt (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.

VII.
further ordered That respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. and
its successors and assigns , and respondent Sande R. Caplin shall
It

is

notify the Commission at least thirt (30) days prior to any change in
the corporation(s) that may affect compliance obligations arising
under this order , including but not limited to a dissolution

assignment , sale , merger , or other action that would result in the
emergence of a successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of
a subsidiary, parent , or affliate that engages in any acts or practices
subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankuptcy petition; or
a change in the corporate name or address. Provided , however , that
with respect to any proposed change in the corporation about which

respondents learn less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such
action is to take place , respondents shall notify the Commission as
soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices
required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate
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Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
IX.
It

is

further ordered That respondent Sande R. Caplin ,

for a

period of ten (I 0) years after the date of issuance of this order , shall
notifY the Commission of the discontinuance of his current business
or employment ,

or of his affiliation with any new business or

employment involved in the manufacturing, labeling, advertising,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any health-related
products or program. The notice shall include respondent s new
business address and telephone number and a description of the nature
of the business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All

notices required by this Par shall be sent by certified mail to the
Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer

Associate Director ,

Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.

It
is
further ordered That respondent Pain Stops Here! Inc. and
its successors and assigns , and respondent Sande R. Caplin , within
sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order , and at such other
times as the Federal Trade Commission may require , file with the
Commission areport , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
fonn in which it has complied with this order.

XI.

This order will terminate on September 7 , 2019, or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompany-

ing consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the
order , whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing of
such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that tenninates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
tenninated pursuant to this Part.
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Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order wil tenninate according to this Part as though

the complaint had never been fied , except that the order wil not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.

.,
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ATTACHMENT A
FIRST CLASS MAIL
(To Be Printed on Pain Stops Here! Inc. letterheadJ
(dateJ

Dear (distributor s nameJ:

Pain Stops Here! Inc. settled a civil dispute with the Federal Trade
involving advertising claims for our magnetic
Commission (FTC) on
therapy products. As a part of the settlement , we must make sure that you
comply with the FTC order.

Our settlement with the FTC prohibits us from making false or
unsubstantiated claims for health related products or programs , including, but
not limited to , claims that these products or programs are effective in the
treatment , cure , or mitigation of any medica1 condition or disease , such as
cancer , liver disease , heart disease , arthritis , bursitis , tendinitis , sciatica , gastric
ulcers , pain , diarrhea , among others.
We request your assistance by asking you NOT to use , rely on or distribute
any advertising or promotional materials containing unsubstantiated claims and
NOT to make unsubstantiated oral representations. Please also notify any of
your retail or wholesale customers to do the s ame. If you or your retail or
materials or make such

wholesale customers continue to use such

representations , we are required by the FTC settlement to stop doing business
with you and to inform the FTC of your activities.
1 addition , the FTC requires us to ensure that advertising and promotional

"rials and claims for any product or program covered by this order is in
mpliance with the FTC settlement requirements. Please see Part IV of the
;nclosed Agreement Containing Consent Order for detailed information.
Although we do not admit that the FTC's allegations are true , we have
agreed to send this letter as a part of our settlement with the FTC.
Please sign , date , and return this letter to Pain Stops Here! Inc. atthe above
address acknowledging your agreement to the terms set forth herein.
Thank you very much for your assistance
Sande R. Caplin
President
Pain Stops Here ' Inc.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND AGREEMENT
The undersigned acknowledges receipt of this letter and hereby agrees to
its terms and conditions.

Igna ure
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IN THE MATTER OF

CONTINNTAL GOWN CLEANIG SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGAR TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket

9287.

Complaint, May 20, 1998-- Decision ,

Sept.

, 1999

This consent order , among other things, prohibits the New York- based advertisers
and distributors of the Zurcion Method of cleaning and other cleaning or

preservation methods from providing any labels or tags that misrepresent the
Zurcion Method as the only safe and effective cleaning method or providing any
means that violate the Care Labeling Rule. In addition , the consent order prohibits
the respondents from making any representations regarding the safety or effcacy
of any cleaning or preservation method , service , company, or product , unless the
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence to
substantiate the representation.

Participants
For the Commission:

Constance Vecellio, Edwin Rodriguez,

Mary Engle , Elaine Kolish
For the respondents:

and

Genevieve Fu.

JeffMorgenstem

and

Ira Furman Freeport

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Inc. , Nationwide Gown
Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. (also
doing business as Prestige Gown Service , Inc. ), Gown Cleaning
Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , cOI1JOrations , and Lewis
Weissman and Gary Marcus , individually and as officers of the

Continental Gown Cleaning Service ,

corporations ("respondents

), have violated the provisions of the

Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearng to the Commission
Ihat this proceeding is in the public interest , alleges:

1. Respondents ConIinental Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Cleaning
Service , Inc. (also doing business as Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , are New
York corporations with their principal offices or places of business at
189- 07 Union Turnpike , Flushing, New York.
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2. Respondent Lewis Weissman is an officer of the corporate
respondents. Individually or in concert with others , he fonnulates
directs , controls , or participates in the policies , acts , or practices of
the corporations , including the acts or practices alleged in this

complaint. His principal offce or place of business is the same as
that of the corporate respondents.
3. Respondent Gary Marcus is an offcer of the corporate

respondents. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs , or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporations
including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal
offce or place of business is the same as that of the corporate
respondents.
4. Respondents have advertised , offered for sale , and sold to the

public a drycleaning service for the cleaning and preservation of
wedding gowns and other fonnal wear by use of a process referred to
by respondents as the " Zurcion Method. " No

cleaners other than

respondents offer to the public a cleaning process referred to as the
Zurcion Method.
5. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
6. The Commission s Trade Regulation Rule Concerning the Care

Labeling of Textile Wearing Apparel (" Care Labeling Rule " or
Rule ), 16 CFR Part 423 , promulgated by the Commission on
December 9 , 1971 ,

was amended by the Commission in 1983 under
Section 18 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The amended Rule
became effective on January 2 1984 , and since that date has remained
in full force and effect. The Care Labeling Rule requires that
manufacturers and importers of textile wearing apparel attach care
labels to such apparel that is offered for sale to consumers.
7. In connection with the advertising, offering for sale , and sale
of respondents ' drycleaning service , respondents have provided , to
manufacturers or importers of wedding gowns and other fonnal wear
care labels to be affixed to such garments. These manufacturers and
importers include , but are not limited to ,

Mori Lee , Inc. , Ilissa
Bridals , Ltd. , and Alyce Designs , Inc. One or more of these care
labels have been used by these companies. The care labels provided
by respondents to such manufacturers and importers contain the
following statements:

g.,
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A. " DrycIean Only by Zurcion Method , Prestige
B.
C.
D.

800- 292- GOWN , Manufacturers Guaranteed Processing.
" DrycIean Only by Zurcion Method , Nation-wide
800-242- GOWN guarantee processing.
" DrycIean Only by Zurcion Method Continental
800- 441- GOWN Made in U.
" Dryclean Only by Zurcion Method Continental
800- 441- GOWN Manufacturers Guaranteed Processing.

8. The care labels described in paragraph 7 do not comply with
the requirements of the Care Labeling Rule for reasons including, but
not limited to , the following:
A. Section 423 . 6(b )(2)(i) of the Rule requires: " If a drycleaning
. instruction is included on the label , it must also state at least one type
of solvent that may be used. However , if all commercially available
types of solvent can be used , the label need not mention any types of

solvent." The care labels provided by respondents contain a
drycleaning instruction but fail to state at least one type of solvent
that may be used on the gannent. Typically, the care labels provided
by respondents were intended for and have been affixed to gannents
on which all commercially available types of solvents cannot be used
without damage to the ganent , which means the label must state a
type of solvent that can be used without damage. The use of these
labels on such gannents by manufacturers or importers constitutes a
violation of this section of the Rule.
B. Section 423. 6(b)(2)(ii) of the Rule requires: " If there is any
par ofthe drycleaning procedure which consumers or drycleaners can
reasonably be expected to use that would hann the product. , the
label must contain a waring to this effect." The care labels provided
by respondents contain a drycleaning instruction but fail to provide
warnings
(e.
short cycle " or " cabinet dry cool" ) against parts ofthe
normal drycleaning procedure that might hann the types of gannents
for which these labels were provided. The use of these labels on such
gannents by manufacturers or importers constitutes a violation of this
section of the Rule.

C. Section 423 . 6( c) of the Rule requires that a manufacturer or
importer " establish a reasonable basis for care infonnation " on labels

attached to its gannents. A reasonable basis must include " reliable
evidence that the product.. was hanned when cleaned by methods
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labe1." The care labels provided by

respondents , which state " Dryclean Only by Zurcion Method " were
used by various manufacturers or importers of wedding gowns and
other formal wear , including, but not limited to , Mori Lee , Inc. , Ilissa
Bridals , Ltd. , and Alyce Designs , Inc. , who did not possess reliable
evidence that all cleaning methods other than that used by

respondents would harm the gannents to which respondents ' care
labels were attached. The use of these labels on such gannents
constitutes a violation ofthis section of the Rule.

9. Through the means described in paragraph 7 , respondents have

furnished manufacturers or importers of wedding gowns and other
formal wear with the means and instrumentalities to engage in
violations of the Care Labeling Rule , as described in paragraph 8.
Pursuant to Section 18(d)(3) of the Federal Trade Commission
FTC" ) Act , a violation of the Care Labeling Rule constitutes a
violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.
10. In connection with the distribution ofthe care labels described
in paragraph 7 to manufacturers or importers of wedding gowns and
other formal wear , and in connection with the marketing of their
cleaning and preservation services to consumers , respondents have
disseminated or have caused to be disseminated promotional

materials for the Zurcion Method , including but not necessarily
limited to the attached Exhibits A through F. These materials contain
the following statements:

A. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION' S CARE LABELING RULE
STATES THAT A MANUFACTURER MUST SEW IN OR AFFIX A LABEL

INSIDE THE GARMENT GIVING CARE INSTRUCTIONS ON A
PERMNENT LABEL THAT WILL ALLOW THE CONSUMER TO HAVE
ORDINARY USE AND ENJOYMENT" OF THE ARTICLE.
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION RULE ALSO STATES THAT
THERE MUST BEAT LEAST ONE METHOD OF CARE PROCEDURES THAT

IS DESCRlBED ON THE AFFIXED CARE LABEL. THIS IS FOR THE
DRYCLEANER OR FOR THE PERSON THA TIS SERVICING THE ARTICLE

SO THAT THE ARTICLE WILL RECEIVE THE PROPER CARE AND
TREA TMENT FOR WEAR OR FOR PURPOSES OF STORAGE.
THE ZURCION' METHOD IS A METHOD THAT IS WIDa Y USED BY
THE BRIDAL AND FORMAL WEAR INDUSTRY. THIS TYPE OF
PROCESSING IS A SPECIALIZED METHOD WHICH REGULAR
DRYCLEANERS CANNOT USE FOR REGULAR GARMENT CARE , FOR
SEVERAL REASONS WHICH ARE I) SPECIALIZED PROCESSING
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EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR ZURCION SOLVENTS 2)- SOLVENT COST
FACTOR (SOL VENT MADE FROM PURE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS NOT
INDUSTRIAL) 3)- SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED TO HANDLE ZURCION
FLUIDS 4)- NOT A V AILABLE TO THE GENERALDRYCLEANERONL Y TO
OUR COMPANY.
THE CARE LABELING INSTRUCTIONS IN EVERY GARMENT HAVE
TO BE FOLLOWED AS FAR AS CARE PROCEDURES ARE CONCERNED
ACCORDING TO THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION , THEREFORE IF A

GOWN HAS THE LABEL AFFIXED THAT STATES DRYCLEAN BY
ZURCION METHOD , THE CLEANER IS COMPELLED TO CLEAN AND
SERVICE THE GOWN AS STATED BY THE MANUFACTURER. IF THE
CLEANER IGNORES THE CARE LABEL OR SERVICES THE GOWN BY
REGULAR DRY CLEANING PROCEDURES HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
WHA T EVER DAMAGE IS INCURRD BY HIS METHODS.

SUMMARY IF FOR ANY REASON A GOWN IS DAMAGED BY A
DRYCLEANER WITH THE ZURCION LABEL AFFIXED IN THE GOWN DO
NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT OUR COMPANY. WE WILL SUPPLY YOU
WITH A FACT SHEET FROM OUR COMPANY AND THE FEDERAL TRADE

COMMISSION EXPLAINING THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION'
LABELING ACT , AND IF THE ARTICLE SHOULD NEED ANALYSIS WE
WILL SUPPLY YOU WITH A COMPLETE ANALYSIS REPORT.
CONCLUSION - IF ANY CLEANER CLEANS A WEDDING OR EVENING

GOWN WITH ANY OTHER METHOD THAN THE ONE DESCRIBED HE
(THE CLEANER) RUNS THE R1SK OF DAMAGING THE GOWN AND HAS
TO BY LAW COMPENSATE FOR THE DAMAGE OR LOSS OF THAT
ARTICLE.

n---- REMEMBER---ZURCION - IT' S GUARANTEED
'PA TENTED METHOD (Exhibit A).
B. FROM THE CONSUMER PROTECTION DIVISION:

, WARNING' WARNING' WARNING ' WARNING ' WARNING'
BEWARE' BEWARE' BEWARE' BEWARE'
PLEASE BEWARE OF FALSE ADVERTISEMENTS AND MISLEADING
STATEMENTS MADE BY OTHER GOWN CLEANING AND PRESERVATION SERVICES:

AT NATIONWIDE GOWN CLEANING SERVICE , WE ARE THE
SPECIALISTS OF THE BRIDAL AND FORML WEAR INDUSTRY. WE ARE
THE ONLY GOWN CLEANING COMPANY THAT IS RECOMMENDED BY
54 OF THE WORLDS (sic J LARGEST BRIDAL GOWN AND FORMAL WEAR
MANUFACTURERS. NO OTHER CLEANER OR SO CALLED SPECIALIST
CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT.
DON' T BE MISLEAD (sic) BY DRYCLEANERS WHO CLAIM TO HAVE
THE KNOWLEDGE OF CLEANING YOUR FINE APPAREL. ONLY SEND
YOUR FINE APPAREL TO THE ONE PLACE THAT HAS PROVEN TO LIVE
UP TO IT'S (sic) RELIABLE REPUTATION.
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DON'T BE MISLEAD (sic) BY PRlCE - REMEMBER THE SAYING" YOU

GET WHT YOU PAID FOR" . TRUST YOUR FINE APPAREL TO THE
PEOPLE WHO HAVE THE KNOW- HOW ON CLEANING YOUR WEDDING
GOWN AND/OR FORMAL WEAR.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE CARE LABEL INSTRUCTION INSIDE YOUR
GARMENTS. (Exhibit B).
C.
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT THERE ARE REGULAR DRYCLEANERS THAT TRY TO IMITATE OUR SERVICE. BUT THEY CANNOT
IMITATE OUR ZURCION PROCESS OR METHOD. BEWARE OF THE SO
CALLED GOWN SPECIALIST. IT COULD PROVE TO BE DISASTROUS.

CONTINENTAL IS THE ONLY GOWN CLEANING AND

PRESERVATION SERVICE TO BE RECOMMEND rsicl BY OVER 80% OF

THE BRIDAL AND FORML WEAR INDUSTRY BY USING THE
PA TENTED ZURCION METHOD.

(Exhibit C).

D. There is only one cleaning method that has proven to be safe on all gowns
and fonnal wear. It' s the ZURCION METHOD , 7 I bridal and fonna! wear
manufactures (sic) can t be wrong. (Exhibit D).
E. THE TRUE FACTS ABOUT ZURCION -- SPECIAL REPORT
FACT : ZURCION IS THE SAFEST METHOD THAT IS USED TODAY FOR
CLEANING AND PROCESSING GOWNS AND FORMAL WEAR.
FACT NATIONWIDE IS THE ONLY GOWN CLEANER IN THE UNITED

STATES THAT ONLY PROCESS (sic) GOWNS AND FORMAL WEAR
SIMPLY BECAUSE IT IS A SPECIALIZED ITEM THAT SHOULD BE
PROCESSED BY A SPECIALIZED COMPANY WITH A SPECIALIZED
METHOD (ZURCION).
FACT : DON'T BE FOOLED BY CON ARTISTS THAT TELL YOU THEY
HAVEA SPECIAL PROCESS CALLED WETCLEANING. THE DEFINITON
OF WETCLEANING IS TO WASHAS PRESCRlBED IN SOAP AND WATER.
BEWARE OF THESE CLAIMS THEY ARE GRABBING FOR STRAWS.
(Exhibit E).

F. OUR PRESERVATION PROCESS IS SO UNIQUE , WE OFFER A
GUARANTEE THAT YOUR GOWN WILL BE AS FRESH AND LOVELY ON
HER WEDDING DAY AS IT WAS ON YOURS....
REMEMBER , WE GUARANTEE THE PROCESS. (Exhibit F).

1 I. Through the mcans described in paragraph 10 , including but

not necessarily limited to Exhibit A , respondents have represented
expressly or by implication , that the labels described in paragraph 7
comply with the requirements of the Care Labeling Rule.
12. for the reasons set forth in paragraph 8 , the labels distributed
by respondents are in violation of the requirements of the Care

Labeling Rule. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph 11
was and is false or misleading.
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13. Through the means described in paragraphs 7 and 10
respondents have represented , expressly or by implication , that:

A. The Zurcion Method is patented.
B. The Zurcion Method is the only safe and effective method for

cleaning and preserving wedding gowns and other fonnal wear
including but not limited to those gannents to which the labels
described in paragraph 7 are attached.
C. Respondents are the only cleaners that are capable of providing
safe and effective cleaning and preservation of wedding gowns and
other formal wear , including but not limited to those garments to
which the labels described in paragraph 7 are attached.
14. In truth and in fact:

A. The Zurcion Method is not patented.
B. The Zurcion Method is not the only safe and effective method
for cleaning and preserving wedding gowns and other fonnal wear

including but not limited to those garments to which the labels
described in paragraph 7 are attached.

C. Respondents are not the only cleaners that are capable of
providing safe and effective cleaning and preservation of wedding
gowns and other fonnal wear , including but not limited to those
garmcnts to which the labels described in paragraph 7 are attached.
Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph 13 were , and are
false or misleading.

IS. Through the means described in paragraphs 7 and 10
respondents have represented , expressly or by implication , that they
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the
representations sct forth in paragraphs I I and 13 , at the time the
representations were made.
16. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraphs I I and 13 , at the time the representations were made.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph IS was , and is
false or misleading.

17. In connection with the marketing of thcir cleaning

and

preservation services to consumers , respondents have disseminated
or have caused to be disseminated promotional materials for the
Zurcion method , including but not necessarily limited to the attached
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contain the following

statements:
A. Our preservation process is so unique , we offer a guarantee that your gown
will be as fresh and lovely on her wedding day as it was on yours....
Remember , We Guarantee the Process. (Exhibit F).
B. But
Continental
has a No- Fault Cleaning Process that absolutely
GUARANTEES the processing of gowns. . . .
Continental
cleans thousands of gowns every month and we have NEVER
ruined one ' (Exhibit G).
C. Remember , We Guarantee the Process. (Exhibit H).

18. Through the means described in paragraph 17 , respondents

have represented ,

expressly or by implication ,

that there are no

material limitations or conditions that apply to respondents ' guarantee
of the Zurcion process. In truth and in fact , a consumer who has sent
a gannent to respondents

for cleaning and preservation

cannot

examine the gannent to detennine whether it has been satisfactorily
cleaned and preserved because the gannent is returned to the

consumer in a sealed container with a printed warranty that includes
a warning to the consumer not to break the seal or the container in
any manner. The warranty further states that if the gannent is to be
reused , it must first be returned to respondents , in its sealed container
so that respondents can " unpreserve " the gannent and that failure to
adhere to these instructions will invalidate respondents ' warranty of
their service. Thus , the consumer cannot examine the gannent
serviced by respondents to determine whether the garment has been
satisfactorily cleaned , and cannot reuse the gannent , without first

returning the garent for

further processing by the respondents.

Respondents have failed to disclose these conditions or limitations to
consumers in promotional materials. These facts would be material

to consumers in their purchase

of respondents ' cleaning and

preservation service. The failure to disclose these facts , in light of the
representations made , was , and is , a deceptive practice.
19. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this

complaint constitute unfair or deceptive aCIs or practices

in or

affecting commerce in vioJation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
By the Commission , Commissioner Swindle voting in the
affirmative but dissenting from the inclusion of Part II of the Notice
Order.
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EXHIBIT A

METHOD AND USE OF ZURCIOH
CARE LABELING INSTRUCTIONS

THE FEDERL TRADE COMMISSION' S CARE LABELING RULE
STATES THAT A KAUFACTURER MUST SEW IN OR AFFIX A LABEL
INSIDE THE GARENT GIVING CARE INSTRUCTIONS ON A
LABEL THAT WILL ALLOW THE CONSUMER TO KAV! . ORDINARY USE AND
ENJO'iEHT" OF THE 1.ICLE.
THE FEDERAL TRAE COMMISSION RULE ALSO STATES THAT
THERE MUST BE AT LEAST ONE METHOD OF CAE PROCEDURES THT IS
DESCRIBED ON THE AFFIXED CAE LABEL. THIS IS !'R THE DRY
CLEAER OR FOR THE PERSON THAT IS SERVICING THE ARICLE, SO
AND TREATMEN
THAT THE ARICLE lULL RECEIVE THE PROPER

PEREN

or

FOR WEA OR FOR PURSE.

THE ZURCION

CA

STORAGE.

IS

HETHOD IS A METHOD THAT

WIDELY USED

BY THE BRIDAL AND FORML WEA INDUSTRY. THIS TYPE OF

PROCESSING IS A SPECIALIZED METHOD WHICH REGUL DRYCLEAtRS
CANNOT USE FOR REGU".. GARENT CARE , FOR SEVERAL REASONS
WHICH A. l)SPECIALIZ- D PROCESSING EQUIPMEN NEEDED FOR
ZURCION SOLVENTS 2) -SOLVENT COST FACTR (SOLVENT MAE FROM
PURE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS NOT INDUSTRIAL) ))-SPECIAL TRAINING
HEEDED TO HADLE ZURCION FLUIDS 4)-NOT AVAILABLE TO THE
GENERAL DRY CLEAER ONLY TO OUR COMPAN.

THE CA lAET. ING

INSTRUCTIOi, S

IH EVER'i GAREN

HAVE TO BE FOLLOWED AS FAR AS CAE PROCEDURS AR CONCERNED
ACCORDING TO THE FEDERL TRAE COMMISSION, THERFOR! It A
GOWN HAS THE LABEL AFFIXED THAT STATES DRYCLEA B'i ZURCION
METHOD , THE CLEAER IS COMPELLED TO CLUN AND SERVICE THE
GOWN AS STATED
B'i THE MAUFACTURER. IF THE CLEAER IGNORES
THE CARE LABEL OR SERVICES THE GOWN

B'i

REGUL DRYCLEAING

PROCEDURES HE IS RESPONSIBLE fOR WHT EVER DAMGE IS
INCURED
B'i HIS METHODS.
SVK'i--IF fOR ANY REASON A GOWN IS DAMGED BY A
DRY CLEAER WITH THE ZURCION LABEL AFFIXED IN THE GOWN DO HOT
HESITATE TO CONTACT OUR COMPAN'i, WE WILL SUPPLY YOU WITH A
FACT SHEET FROM OUR COIiANY AND THE FEDERA
CCHKISSION
EXPLAINING THE FEDERA TRADE COHXISSrON'S LABELING ACT, AND
IF THE ARICLE SHOUL NE D ANALYSIS WE WILL SUPPL'i 'IOU WITH
A COMPLETE ANALYSIS REPORT.
WEDDING OR
CONCLUSION- IF AN'i CLEAER CLEAS
EVENING GOWN WITH ANY OTHER METHOD THA THE ONE DESCRIBED
HE (THE CLEAER) RUNS THE RISK OF DAMGING THE GOWN AND HAS
TO BY LAW COMPENSATE FOR THE DAMGE OR LOSS OF THT ARTICLE.

TRE

------ -REMEHBER-----

ZURC!ON- IT' S GUARTEED

'PA TENTED METHOD
E:C-:3=

JUCS9
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EXHIBIT B

!i -

NA TIONWIDE
GOWN CLEANING
INC.

SERVICE

FROM THE COlrSUHER PPOTECTION DIVISION:

.. WARING" WARING" WARING" WARING" WARING ..
BEWAR .. BEWAR .. BEWARE" BEWAR ..

PLEASE BEWAR OF FALE ADVERTISEMTS AN MISLEAING

STATEMENS HAE BY

C.'rHER

GOWN CLEAIUNG AND PRESERVATION
SERVICES:

CLING SERVICE, WE AR THE SPECIAISTS
OF THE BRIDAL AND FORM WEA INDUSTRY. WE AR TH ONLY GOWN
DED BY 54 OF TH WORLS
CLEAING COMPAN THT IS RF('o
NO OTER
LAGEST BRIDAL GOWN AN FORM WE
CLEAER OR SO CAED SPECIALST CA MA THIS STAT:E.
AT NATIONWIDE GOWN

KAACT.

YOU PURCHASE YOUR FORM WEA AND WEDDING GOWNS AT SPECIALTY
STORES. THIS IS WHY WE AR AVAILALE TO YOU.

CL

WE ARE NOT JUST A STANDAR DRY CLEAER. WE DO HOT CLEA
AN/OR
KIND OF " REGUI" GARS. WE WILL ONLY
PRESERVE YOUR WEDING GOWN AN FORM ATTIRE.

CLER

WHO CLIM TO HAVE THE
DON' T BE MISLE BY DRY
KNOWLEDGE OF CLING YOUR FINE APPAR. ONLY SEN YOUR FINE
APPAREL TO THE ONE PLACE THT HA PROVE TO LIV UP TO IT'

REIABLE REPUTATION.

DON'T BE MISLEA BY PRICE - REMER THE SAYING II \OU GET
WHT YOU PAID FOR" . TRt'ST YOUR FINE APPAR TO THE PEOPLE
WHO HAVE THE KNOW-HOW ON CLEAING YOUR WEDDING GOWN AN/OR

FORM WEA

PLEASE FOLLW THE

CA LABEL

INSTRUCTION n;SIDE YOUR
GAR"!ENS .

OC03S

..... .
==================================================
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eontinental! qown el!eaneu

'Jnc.

or Those WhO Demand E1:cellencel

2965 Blue Po,n! Court. Wanlagh . NY 11793
BDO-441- GOWN

DELUXE

PROMOTIONAL

PACKAGE

When accepting CONTINENTAL GOWN SERVICE'
PACKAGE, you

are

5 ':'Rf'1'U"
rlUN

accepting the best package in ':.he inoustry-

, at CONTINENTAL , feel that just showing a picture of a
bridal chest to a bride is not enough. The consumer wants to
know exactly what she is getting fer her money. We supply
you with these promotional aids free of charge.
1) - One mini gold bridal chest for display purposes.

2). SALES LEAfLETS: These leaflets explain the process
that the gown goes through in laymen terms sa that there is
little explaining on your part. Plus a toll free 800 number
for information that you or your bride might want to obtain.
WARING...... . WARING.

WARING...... . WARING

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT THERE ARE REGUL DRY-CLEANERS 7HAT TRY
TO IMITA7E OUR SERVICE BUT THEY CAN NOT IMITATE OUR ZURCION
PROCESS OR METHOD. BEWARE OF THE SO CALLED GOWN SPECIALIST.
IT COULD PROVE TO BE DISASTROUS.
CONTINENTAL IS THE ONLY GOWN CLEANING AND PRESERVATION
SERVICE TO BE RECOMMEND BY OVER BOt OF THE BRIDAL AND FORML
WEAR INDUSTRY BY USING THE PATENTED ZURCION METHOD.

00019

EX. ;r3IT
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EXHIBIT D

eontinertal! t;own

el!eanaJ,

!Jnc.

For Those Who Demand Excellencel
Wantagh , NY. 11793
80D-441- GOWN

2965 Blue Pain! Court .

-2C). When a gown is received by CONTINENAL GOWN
CLEAERS the gown is immediately analyzed to determine what
the problem is and analyzed as to how the problem came
about. At which time a complete analysis report goes out to
you the manufacturer , the consumer , the Bridal Shop and last
but not least the cleaner.

This procedure is the most applicable way of settling
any claims and keeps your Bridal accounts happy knowing that
you have every angle of your business covered.
In recent months so called copy cat gown cleaning
services have tried to duplicate our expert service , don
be fooled by these fly by night services. There is only one
cleaning method that has proven to be safe on all gowns and
formal wear. It' s the ZURICON MEOD , 71 bridal and formal
wear manufactures can 't be wrong.

Remember. integrity and caring but most of all

reputation.

If you would like to see one of representatives to
discuss complete details of our service at no cost or
obligation just call us at 1-800- 441-GOWN. Over 700 000
customers are pleasantly satisfied with our service that
must say something for integrity and reputation.
Looking forward to hearing from you.

Very truly yours
Lewis Weissman
CONTINENTAL GOWN CLEAERS. INC.
OCG71

TEERE WILL ALWAYS BE IMITAYORS
TliL"U IS ONLY ONE CQNT:IN
THE Ot7 ':C !'t'S':

e'WUf p
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EXHIBIT E

THE TRUE FACTS ABOUT ZURCION

SPECIAL REPORT

.l:

ZURCIOM 1"S RECOKHENDED BY 76 OF TH WORLS MOST PRESTIGIOUS

GOWN AND

FORK WEA

KAACTS.

PACT: ZURctoM IS THE SAFEST MEOD THT IS USED
CI:ING AND FROCESSING GOWNS AN FORM WE.

PACT: THE ZURCION METOD HAS

FORK

TODAY FOR

NEV DAMGED It WECING

WN OR

GOWN.

PACT: OHIKX OTER CLIKG COKPUHS, ZURCIOH IS HOT AVAILALE

REGUL DRYCLEA.

PACT: ZURCION IS A

TRE

H.

KEOD THT HAS BEEK APPROVE BY

THE UN ITED STATES PATEN AN TRE

582, 960.

KA OFFICE

UNDER RE. NO.

FAC': WHEN DEAING WITH AN GOWN SERVICE THT GIVS Yau
CHECX THEM OUT FUY. DON'T ALWAYS BELIEV WHT YOU

CREDiIAL

HEA.

PACT: ZURCIOH HA BEEN RECONIZED BY TH INTERATIONAL FABRICA
NSTI TUE C FABC HEWS DIGEST OCBER 1990).

ACTY REUL DRYCL

FACT : OTER GOWN CLEER WHO AR
WHO PROCESS
EVERYDAY WENG
THER CLING STORES WITH GOHN

REUL

APPAR TRY TO SUSIDIZE

CLllG. TH LE YOU

TO BELIV

THT GOWN CLEING IS THER ONLY BUSIHESS, WH IT' S JUST A SIDE

LDl.

CI

IN TH OHITED STATES
PACT: NATIONWIDE IS THE ONLY GOWN
ONLY PROCESS GOWNS AN FORM WE. SDILY BECAUSE IT IS A
SPECIALIZED ITEM THT SHOUL BE PROCESSED BY A SPECIALZED (xKPAK
WITH A SPECIALZED KEOC (ZURCIOH).

THT

TE

yOU TH RAn
: DON'T BE lOLX BY CON ARISTS THT
SPECIAL PROCESS
WE'ING. TH DEFIHITION or
IS TO WASH AS PRESCRIBEC IN SOAP AN WATER. BEWAR OF THESB CLDf
THEY AR GRAB INe; FOR STRWS.

CA

PACT : NATIONWIDE GOWN

WEI1G

CLEER INC, HA A PROCS THT IS

REARED AS A TRE SECR SO

THT TUB

LZ 0'

QUALTY AN

REUTATION CA" BBST BE SERVE TO YOU TH CONSUM.

l!:

NATIONWIDE GOWN CLEAER INC , IS AN ALWAYS WILL BE THE HOST
Df TH BRIDA INDUSTRY
REPUTABLE AND DISTINGUISHED GOWN
ALWAYS THER TO SERVE YOU THB CONSUM WITH INIGTY.
FACT: NATIONWIDE GOWN

CIER

CL:EE: INC. WILL llW.\YS STAHD

.\on

THZ

E5T WITH HONESTY , INTEGRITY AND QUALITY. THIS IS OUR PLEDGE TO
'fOU.
:: \ '-.! J ::

'"

: ,

,,
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EXHIBIT F

AFule...

Th

Ra of Tim"
aurd

Whim gndmatc got
,he
lovely bride in hergown of fie
Jud mode b. a. Everone told her
how !k.;uti she looked in her

deliGtc gown. Afer the weddig.
she thoug.htfy decided to !Wve her

and vri for hn dougtr to
go some
day. But Continental

"Ul

,,:un'1 :luilabJc tben so sbe folded
her gown with loving an in tisue

paper ,ud moth f1ar. md pl.accd it
tenderly in the bottom of her cedar
chest. Whcn it was time for the lovely
gown to be worn by her d;lug.ter
she found it hOld discolore and the
beOlUl:fu b. ce WOI rued.

The mor.1 of Ihe story: Don't Irust
your weddinr;

own to homt methods or

ordin:uy dry cle2ning, they c2n
preyenl Iht u".ges of time but
Contirental Gown

ancrs un.

Your antique IOWtu an be cle1ed and
restored

fo

. 1ie-ne'l flDh.

WhataLove/yBri, WbataLoveiyGou
Ch

Cleaning GOW1 i8 our only Bu.nus.

Ibi moment in JOUT

,pe memario

an ib. 'try!pK W.Y Continnlta ,,01 prestnc
you beutiful gown.

be
ury
d.y- Ai the so iu

fo Dt thfcrt YiU we fuve

Ut rr

fi deliQk goWI

sp
UKly

tM Iu on Iht

dI the

bc dunSC .ud
tfl.led to rTut
dlUl , md znlli.
. we p.a il inI.
.drd CDnbUN
(with.i widow for you.md YOIl d.ug.tef to mjoy
uty"
Ou

;r.;--t

tht )'QU

FOR BES REULTS. SEND GCN OR CA.LL

Ym:

&o-

so un'luc , we cHef ;I

..tion

lC'cJ)' on hn w

Prf
l'oIlnded by
th Wori. z.WeddfGoM.w.
1M

Contier:ta D

OWT will bo

di d4y

?=O? )'ur wr:di

T" En jo

it W;A on yo

toy.

J'

.,d

F;ushing, NY . DaJlas , TX . D.mpbell, CA

aOO- 441- GOWN
Frl!

nd. Up Wor:'\,
.YUi..Ju dL.
::X" 1

,,"

" :

..

- .
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EXHIBIT G

FACT: Conlincnl31 Gown CleJlnef5 ,

Int. is the onl:- leading gown

ckancrsand restorers in the nalion and i5thtchoi

orthtbridalindu5!f).

FACT: The average deaner will no! clean a gown thaI L\ glued up or thai

has glued or ptarlind bcadil18 BUI..ontincnllJ has a :"o- FJul! Ckaning

Process that absolutdy GlJARA."iTEES the processing of gowns. Wilh our

Fabric Analysis Dcpanmn1l

We n::aminc and ana!yu gown.l

F ACT: Continental cleans thousands of gowns eVerY moruh ane: we

have NEVER ruif1cd ant ' So why W t cha cts wi!h.\o cailed safe methods
tnlst the choic: o(lhe bridai gown industry and herc s wh\""
The

Continental is geared for gown
proccss;r1g.

We

average cleaner

USeS a regular dry cleaning
machine used for every day

utihzcIh:

maS! modern equipment in the

cleaning- To clean
one or two go"'n\ a mOnlh
he ca!mn be e pecled

induslrY. Wilh cXpcr1 technicians

trainedlohandlcthecleaning

and processing of delicategowns

to al!erhis methods
CO,,' TINENT AL tlSES SrEC!AUZED:
Gown proc0:sing units

;rainfdpcrsonnel

An AVerage Cleaner with'
Average cleaning equipment
AVerage personnd

Chemical formula5 for
difTcrenll:owns
Finishing equipment

Average spolling tedmiques

\fyou have any questior1S. please recl free 10 call our loll. free numbers:
New York call: 7113. 4613- 1992 . Outside .'iew Ycrk calL 1.800-441- GQWN
We appreciate your interest
FACT:
the choice ofthe Bridal Industry.

in Continenlal Gown C1o:ncrs. Inc.

THE STORY BEHIND YOL:R WEODI G GOWN
As soon as your wedding gown is received atConlincnlaJ We begin a long
and limely proced re!o in.ure that y,-ur gown is given the finest care:
STEP ONE: YO'-r gown is carcfullyanalyled lodetermine the type of care
rC1uired.

STEP TWO: The gDwn is thoroughly soaked in a special formulated solU!ion
designed to:

A). Rid the garment 01 all perspiLti CrI
B). Remove all hem soil

C). Surface all stains for eas removal
OJ. Whiten the labric

STEP THREE: The gown is clc nsed in spec;al f1u,cI II is Ihen suhmerged
in to a preservalive. Thcprescrval1ve II formulJICd \0 resill mOLIture . 10;;

d,"_ . and 10 reneetsome

;arrnlui IL

STl:P FOL' R. '(Jur gown. 1 :

CL

s;g:Jec fer ", dcing gow"l

\! Contjne"l 1 Wt :a

r..

i,

I la'

'I":

rc",

,,,",J ,n -' ' 'J.
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EXHIBIT H

FOR BEST RESULTS CALL

NATIONWIDE
GOWN CLEANING
SERVICE

'"c

New York , NY
Dallas , TX
Camp be II , CA

:1- 800- 242- GOWN
REMEMBER
WE GUARANTEE THE PROCESS

Free Pick Up Worldwide
MEMOER OF U.\tAA
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having issued its complaint
charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with violation
of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended

and the respondents having been served with a copy of that
complaint , together with a notice of contemplated relief; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents of facts , other than jurisdictional facts , or of violations
ofJaw as alleged in the complaint issued by the Commission.
The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of
its Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(1) of
its Rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
I. Respondents

Continental Gown Cleaning Service ,

Inc.

Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Cleaning
Service , Inc. (also doing business as Prestige Gown Service , Inc.

Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , are New
York corporations with their principal offces or places of business at
189- 07 Union Turnpike , Flushing, New York.
2. Respondent Lewis Weissman is an offcer of the corporate
respondents. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs , controls , or participates in the policies , acts , or practices of
the corporations , including the acts or practices alleged in this

complaint. His principal offce or place of business is the same as that
of the corporate respondents.
3. Respondent Gary Mareus is an officer of the corporate

respondents. Individually or in concert with others , he fonnulates
directs , or controls the polieies , acts , or practices of the corporations
including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal
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offce or place of business is the same as that of the corporate
respondents.
4. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:
I.

Care Labeling Rule

shall mean the Federal

Trade

Commission s Trade Regulation Rule Concerning the Care Labeling
of Textile Wearing Apparel , 16 CFR Part 423 , or as the Rule may
hereafter be amended.
2. Unless otherwise specified
respondents shall mean
Continental Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown
Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. (also
doing business as Prestige Gown Service , Inc. ), Gown Cleaning
Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , corporations , their
successors and assigns and their offcers; Lewis Weissman and Gary
Marcus , individually and as offcers of the corporations; and each of
the above s agents , representatives and employees.
3. " Commerce shall mean commerce as defined in Section 4 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. c. 44.
4. " Clearly and prominently shall mean as follows:

A. In an advertisement communicated through an electronic
medium (such as television , video , radio , and interactive media such
as the Internet and online services), the disclosure shall be presented
simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the
advertisement. Provided , however
advertisement

, that in any

presented solely through video or audio means , the disclosure may be
made through the same means in which the ad is presented. The audio
disclosure shall be delivered in a volume and cadence sufficient for
an ordinary consumer to hear and comprehend it. The video
disclosure shall be of a size and shade , and shall appear on the screen
for a duration ,

sufficient for an ordinary consumer to read and

comprehend it. In addition to the foregoing, in interactive media the

disclosure shall also be unavoidable and shall bc presented prior to
the consumer incurring any financial obligation.

CONTINENTAL GOWN CLEANING SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
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B. In a print advertisement , promotional material , or instructional
manual , the disclosure shall be in a type size and location suffciently
noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it , in
print that contrasts with the background against which it appears. In
multipage documents , the disclosure shall appear on the cover or first
page.
C. On a product label , the disclosure shall be in a type size and
location on the principal display panel sufficiently noticeable for an
ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it, in print that contrasts
with the background against which it appears.

The disclosure shall be in understandablc language and syntax.
Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label.
5. " Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests

analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area ,

that has been conducted and

evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
6. " Manufacturer s or importer s written statement of reasonable
basis shall mean a written statcment in the fonn attached as
Appendix A signed by an authorized offcer of the manufacturer or
importer that produces the gannents or products to which the
statement relates , describing the reasonable basis for a particular care
instruction , warning or other representation.
7. " Solvent shall mean any common organic solvent that is
commercially available for purchase for use in drycleaning.

It
is
ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
the Zurcion Method of cleaning and preservation or of any garment
cleaning or preservation method , service , or product in or affecting
commerce , shall not provide to retail or wholesale stores or to
manufacturers or importers of textile wearing apparel subject to the
Commission s Care Labeling Rule , the means and instrumentalities

to violate the Federal Trade Commission Act and/or the Care
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Labeling Rule , including without limitation , providing any labels or
tags that:

(A) Fail , when the label or tag requires or recommends
drycleaning, to state at least one type of solvent that may be used
without damage to dryclean the garment to which the label or tag is
to be attached , unless all solvents can be used without damage; or
(B) Fail to provide warnings about parts of the normal

drycleaning process or the normal washing process (as these
processes are described in the Care Labeling Rule) that may harm the

garment to which the label or tag is to be attached or others being
washed or drycleaned with it; or
(C) Warn against the use of washing or drycleaning (as described
in the Care Labeling Rule), or against the use of professional

wetcleaning, when no warning is needed; or
(D) Violate the Care Labeling Rule , including without limitation
in the manner described in subparts (A), (B), and (C) ofthis Par; or
(E) State " Dryclean Only by Zurcion Method" or otherwise
misrepresent that the Zurcion Method is the only cleaning method
that can be used safely and effectively to clean the garments to which
the labels or tags are to be attached; or
(F) Represent that respondents are the only cleaners who can
clean the garments to which the labels or tags are to be attached;
Provided that , for any and all labels or tags provided by respondents
that include care instructions , respondents must possess and rely upon
the manufacturer s or importer s written statement of reasonable basis
to substantiate the care instructions.

F or purposes of this Par , labels and tags are defined as written
material provided by respondents for purposes of attachment to textile
wearing apparel that is offered for sale to consumers.
II.
It
is
further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device (including without

limitation providing materials or information intended for use or
distribution by others), in connection with their advertising,
promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any garment
cleaning or preservation method , service , or product in or affecting
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commerce , shall not make any misrepresentations regarding the Care
Labeling Rule or compliance with the Care Labeling Rule.
III.

directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
the Zurcion Method of cleaning or preservation or any other method
of cleaning or preservation , in or affecting commerce , shall not
misrepresent in any manner , expressly or by implication , that such
method is patented.

It is further ordered

That respondents ,

IV.

It is further ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promolion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
any gannent cleaning or preservation method , service , company or
product in or affecting commerce , shall not make any representation
in any manner , expressly or by implication , regarding the comparative
or absolute safety or efficacy of any cleaning or preservation method

service , company, or product , unless the representation is true and , at
the time it is made , respondents possess and rcly upon competent and
reliable evidence , which when appropriate shall be competent and
reliable scicntific evidence , that substantiates the representation.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
a gannent cleaning or preservation service in or affecting commerce
shall not make any representation , in any manner , cxpressly or by
implication , that such service is guaranteed or warranted , unless they
disclose , clearly and promincntly, and in close proximity to the
representation , any material limitation or condition on the guarantee
or warranty, including, but not limited to the fact , if true , that an item
preserved by respondents must be kept sealed in the special
preservation container and if opened for inspection must be returned
for reboxing within thirt (30) days.
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VI.
It is further ordered

That respondents Continental Gown

Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , and respondents Lewis Weissman and Gar
Marcus , shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this
order , send by first class certified mail , return receipt requested , to (a)
all garment manufacturers or importers to whom respondents have
provided Zurcion labels or promotional materials since January I
1996 , and (b) as many as possible of respondents ' customers

identified during discovery for whom addresses can be found , a
notice , in the form attached as Appendix B , infonning the recipient
of this order and that the recipient should cease all use of the Zurcion

labels and promotional materials. No information other than that
contained in Appendix B shall be included with the mailing, nor shall
any other material be transmitted with it.
VII.
It is further ordered

That respondents Continental Gown

Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , and respondents Lewis Weissman and Gary
Marcus , in any communication with persons other than manufacturers
or importers regarding the cleaning or preservation of gannents to
which labels stating " Dryclean Only by Zurcion Method" or
substantially similar instructions have been attached prior to the date
of issuance of this order , shall disclose that other cleaning methods
may be safely and effectively used , shall instruct the person to contact
the manufacturer or importer to obtain cleaning instructions , and shall

provide information about how to contact

the manufacturer or

importer. The disclosures required by this Part VII may be made
using the statement attached as Appendix C.

VII
It is further ordered

That respondents Continental Gown

Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
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Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , and respondent Lewis Weissman , for five (5)
years after the date of issuance of this order , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying business records demonstrating their
compliance with the terms and provisions of this order, including but
not limited to:
A. All advertisements and promotional materials for any garment
cleaning or preservation method , service , or product offered for sale
by respondents;

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating any
representation covered by this order;

C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualifY, or call
into question any representation covered by this order , or the basis
relied upon for the representation ,

including complaints and other
communications with consumers or with governmental or consumer
protection organizations; and
D. All materials provided by respondents to manufacturers

importers , retailers , or wholesalers of textile wearing apparel.

Respondent Gary Marcus shall comply with the provisions of this
Part VII if at any time during the five (5) years after the date of
issuance of this order he owns or controls a majority interest in any
of the corporate respondents , or in any business involving or

connected with the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution of any garment cleaning or preservation method , service
or product.
IX.

That respondents Continental Gown
Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , and respondents Lewis Weissman and Gary
Marcus shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and futurc
principals , offcers , directors , and managers , and to all current and
future employees , agents , and representatives having responsibilities
with respect to the subject matter of this order , and shall secure from
It is further ordered
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each such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt
of the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel

within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order , and to
future personnel within thirt (30) days after thc person assumes such
position or responsibilities.

It is further ordered

That respondents Continental Gown

Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , shall notify the Commission at least thirty
(30) days prior to any change in the corporation(s) that may affect

compliance obligations arising under this order , including but not
limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other action that
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affiliate that engages in any
acts or practices subject to this order; the

proposed filing of a

bankuptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address.
Provided , however , that , with respect to any proposed change in the
corporation(s) about which respondents learn less than thirty (30)
days prior to the date such action is to take place , respondents shall
notify the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.
XI.

It is further ordered That , for a period often (l 0) years after the
date of issuance of this order:

(a) Respondent Lewis Weissman shall notify the Commission of
the discontinuancc of his current business or employment , or of his
affliation with any new busincss or employment; and
(b) Respondent Gary Marcus shall notify the Commission of his

affiliation with any new business or employment involving or
connected with the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution of any garment cleaning or preservation method , service
or product.
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The notices required in this Part XI shall include respondents ' new
business address and telephone number and a description of the nature
ofthe business or employment and their duties and responsibilities. All

notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer
Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.
XII.
It
is
furlher ordered That respondents Continental Gown
Cleaning Service , Inc. , Nationwide Gown Cleaning Service , Inc.
Prestige Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , Prestige Gown Service , Inc.
Gown Cleaning Service , Inc. , and Jonathan Ashley, Ltd. , and their
successors and assigns , and respondents Lewis Weissman and Gary
Marcus shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this
order , and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may
require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this
order. This report shall include , but shall not be limited to , a detailed
description of the Zurcion Method of cleaning or preservation , any
substantially similar method of cleaning or preservation , or any other
specialized method of cleaning or preserving textile wearing apparel

advertised by respondents , including the solvent(s) used in such
method. Pursuant to Rule 4. 9(c) of the Commission s Rules of

Practice , respondents may designate material included in the report
as confidential and request that it be withheld from the public record.

XII
This order will terminate on September 8 , 2019 , or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an

accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation
of the order , whichever comes later; provided , however , that the fiing
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Par in this order that tenninates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
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Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order wil not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later ofthe
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.

APPENDIX A

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REASONABLE BASIS

to satisfy
Commission
dated
the conditions of an Order of the Federal Trade
September 8 , 1999. I have received a copy of this Order.
Iname ofrespondentl

1. This statement is being provided to

2. Attached to this statement is a copy of
to garments manufactured or imported by

flabel(s) or tag(s)) attached
f name of manufacturer or

importer 1.
3.
!Name of manufacturer or importer) possesses and relies upon a
reasonable basis in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission s Care
for specify
Labeling Rule , 16 C. R. Part 423 , for the care instructions
This
reasonable
made
on
the
attached
flabel
or
tag
1.
other representations)
basis consists of the following reliable evidence:

f describe nature of

evidence 1.

!NAME OF MANUACTURER OR IMPORTERl
BY:

!Name of authorized officerl
fTitle of officerl
DATE:

CONTINENTAL GOWN CLEANING SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
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APPENDIX B

(Respondents ' Letterhead)
Dear (name of manufacturer or importer):

During the past several years you received garment labels , tags or other
information materials about the Zurcion method of cleaning and preserving
wedding gowns and other formal wear. We are providing this notice
pursuant to the tenns of a Consent Order that our company agreed to have

entered by the Federal Trade Commission. A copy ofthe Consent Order
is attached.

The Consent Order is the result of allegations by the Commission that

our materials violated the Care Labeling Rule or were otherwise
misleading. The labels , tags and other materials said " Dryclean Only by
Zurcion Method " or words to that effect , or suggested that our company
or cleaning methods are the only ones that could successfully clean certain
garments. According to the Commission s Complaint , other cleaners and
other methods may be able to clean and preserve these garments as well as
we can. To comply with the Care Labeling Rule (found at 16 C.F. R. Part
423 or at -( \vww. ftc. QOV ? - - click on " Legal Framework" and then

FTC Regulations and Guides

" or at

-(ww. access. gpo. gov/nara/cfr/waisidxJ16cfr423vl . html?),

you should

always take appropriate steps to detennine what cleaning or preservation
methods will work for your company s garments.
Under the terms ofthe Consent Order , we can no longer (among other
tags or other materials you have received from us.
Accordingly, please stop using them and destroy the unused supply. To
satisfY the Rule s requirements , you may want to recall and/or retag
gannents in distribution that include Zurcion labels.
things) use the labels ,

For more information about the Care Labeling Rule , contact
Steven Ecklund at the Federal Trade Commission , 202- 326- 2841
or -(secklund(iftc. goV?

Very truly yours

Lewis Weissman
President
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(You may use the following text to communicate the infonnation required
by Part VII of the Order. When dealing with drycleaners or retailers , the
text may be modified to indicate that the order or inquiry is being made on
behalf of a customer or customers , rather than by the customer directly. If
there s any confusion about the message , the underlined text is to be the
starting point for any further response. J

Since the manufacturer sewed a " Zurcion " label in your gown
been determined tha/ other

it

has

method, also mav successfullv and safelv clean

your J?own.

We cannot provide the detailed cleaning instructions necessary for
other cleaners to service your gown.lfyou want to consider other cleaners
contact the gown s manufacturer or importer for specifc cleaning
instructions. They wil tell you if other cleaning methods exist and whether
other cleaners may be able to follow the manufacturer s instructions.

If you don t know how to contact your gown

s manufacturer or

importer, we can help.
(If you know the manufacturer or importer s name , we can check a
listing for their contact information.)
(If you don t know the name , look on your gown s label for the federal

registered identifcation number or " RN" number. It wil help us get the
contact information for you.)

